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1.1 The Topic of this Investigation 

Warranted Christian Belief WCB
Knowledge and Christian Belief WCB

Warrant: The Current Debate
Warrant and Proper Function

de jure

is ‘no ’ and the reason for 
warrant. Plantinga defines warrant as follows: “warrant is a property –
–
belief.”
cognitive powers: “a belief has warrant just if it is produced by cognitive proces

the production of true belief.” 
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sensus divinitatis

de jure de facto

es: “if Christian belief is 
rational warranted .”

Plantinga’s concept of warranted Christian belief is the climax of his work over 

Time
called him “America’s leading orthodox Protestant philosopher of God.”

Plantinga’s 

Plantinga’s A/C model of warranted Christian belief. 

WCB
Time

Epistemology as Theology. An Evaluation of Alvin Plantinga’s Religious Epistemology

 

1.2 The Significance of this Project; Why a Theological 
Evaluation? 

Plantinga’s work in this area is importa
First, Plantinga’s work aims to address objections against the 

’s contribution 

Second, Plantinga’s main thesis is that if theistic belief is true
This shows the importance of the truth question. As he has said: “it is at bottom not merely 

ispute, but an ontological or theological dispute.”
every reason for a theological investigation of Plantinga’s concept of warranted theistic 

Plantinga’s 

the same time, Plantinga’s model does not take a position with regard to some 

Plantinga’s work 

WCB
Epistemology as Theology The Gagging of God

KCB Epistemology as Theology
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1.3 Research Question 

Plantinga’s work

What insights for Christian apologetics can be derived from the theological 
responses to Alvin Plantinga’s concept of Warranted Christian Belief? 

 What are the major theological elements in Plantinga’s concept of 
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1.6 List of Frequently Used Abbreviations: 

KCB Plantinga’s book with the title Knowledge and Christian Belief 
RBG Plantinga’s essay with the title Reason and Belief in God

Sensus divinitatis 

WCB Plantinga’s book with the title Warranted Christian Belief 
WCD Plantinga’s book with the title Warrant: The Current Debate 
WPF Plantinga’s book with the title Warrant and Proper Function

 
Scripture quotations are from The Holy Bible, English Standard Version (ESV), 
copyright © 2001 by Crossway Bibles, a publishing ministry of Good News Publishers. 
Used by permission. All rights reserved. 
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2.2 The Concept of Warrant and Some Definitions 

generally, analytical philosophers make the distinction. In Plantinga’s approach, 

dditional is required. The nature of this ‘something additional’ i

‘something additional’ that turns belief into knowledge is warrant
antinga, knowledge is ‘warranted true belief.’ As he says: “warrant is a 

– –
knowledge and mere true belief.”

This moves the question from ‘what is knowledge?’ to ‘what is warrant?’ What is 

Warrant: The Current Debate

Warrant and Proper 
Function

WCB WPF

 

in Plantinga’s proposal. This concept of

this in the form of the following definition: “a belief has 
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belief.”

A simple example is the use of glasses to restore one’s visual perception.

This brings us to Plantinga’s relationship to (classical) foundationalism. 

WCB
WCB

 

Hence, Plantinga’s appro
‘ ’ ‘ ’

Having summarised Plantinga’s epistemology, we 

Before we move on to Plantinga’s application of this way of thinking to theism and 

n’s 
definition of faith which states that faith is: “a firm and certain knowledge of God’s 

both revealed to our minds and sealed upon our hearts through the Holy Spirit.”

As we will see later on, Plantinga also uses Calvin’s definition of faith 

cognitive aspect (as indicated by the phrase ‘revealed to our minds’). It also includes our 
affections (as indicated by the phrase ‘sealed upon our hearts’). All of this means that 

A Concise Encyclopedia of the Philosophy of Religion

Plantinga, A., ‘Reason and Belief in God,’ in: A. Plantinga and N. Wolterstorff (eds.), Faith and 
Rationality: Reason and Belief in God

. RBG
Institutes
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summarise Plantinga’s 
use of these various terms as follows by means of some simple ‘equations’:

Knowledge = true belief + warrant 
Faith = knowledge (or warranted true belief) + affections 

 

2.3 Application to Theism and Christian Belief 

de facto de jure
De facto

De jure

says: “not up to snuff from an intellectual point of view.”

De facto

De jure

de jure
de jure

de jure

WCB
WCB WCB

 

de jure

de jure

de jure

de jure

de jure
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WCB

2.4 The Basic A/C Model 

to let Plantinga explain what he means by the word ‘m ’ as this 
“The rough idea is this: to give a model of a 

S how it could be
another

true
course, it follows that the target proposition is possible.”

de jure de facto
tion. The two can be distinguished but not separated. Plantinga’s main thesis is that 

if theistic belief is true
question: in Plantinga’s own words “And so the dispute as to whether theistic beli
rational (warranted) can’t be settled just by attending to epistemological considerations; 

dispute.” tion of Plantinga’s 

2.4.1 The Basic A/C Model for Theistic Belief 

sensus divinitatis

uses especially Calvin’s description in his model. He gives the following definition: “The 

of this sense of divinity.”

WCB
WCB

KCB
WCB

 

producing mechanisms: there is a trigger or a certain form of ‘input,’
roduces belief as ‘output.’

which will come back later in the theological responses to Plantinga’s work. What is the 

important as the SD plays a crucial role in Plantinga’s model. If his use of the SD would be 

2.4.2 How Theistic Belief Can Have Warrant 

basic

summarises his conclusion as follows: “…a properly functioning sensus 
divinitatis

or knowledge.”

WCB
KCB

WPF
WCB
WCB
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de 
jure de facto

as Plantinga says: “…what it shows is that a successful a

justification, intellectual responsibility, rational justification, or whatever.”

de facto

2.5 The Extended A/C Model 
2.5.1 Reasons and Aim for this Extended A/C Model 

specifically 
Christian ws: “My aim is to show how it 

Christian belief.” If this can be shown, Christians holding such belief are “not just 

KCB

WCB

WCB KCB
KCB
WCB
WCB

 

Dawkins).”

for theologians and it will therefore be essential also to look at Plantinga’s work from a 

2.5.2 The Extended A/C Model: 1) The Image of God and the Effect of Sin 

broad
narrow

gratitude for God’s goodness

aspect is the phenomenon of sinning, doing what is wrong and contrary to God’s will. 

This is what is called ‘original sin.’

aggrandizement rather than God’s glory, and hostility towards God 

Plantinga, may be “the deepest root of the condition of sin, and a motivation for atheism 
fulfilment.”

KCB
WCB KCB

KCB
KCB
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have some sense of God’s presence and demands, but this knowledge is impeded and 

2.5.3 The Extended A/C Model: 2) Salvation from Sin and its Effect 

consequences. Positively, this salvation restores us to God’s favour and fellowship with 

 –

to the Bible as God’s speaking to us
 

 

internal instigation of the Holy Spirit
Plantinga uses Calvin’s definition of faith: “a firm and certain knowledge of God’s 

WCB
KCB

Divine Discourse: Philosophical 
Reflections on the Claim that God Speaks 

WCB
WCB KCB

 

s through the Holy Spirit.”

– –
‘revealed to our minds’ and the healing of cognitive faculties, and between ‘sealed upon 
our hearts’ and the aspect of the 

2.5.4 The Extended A/C Model: 3) How Christian Belief Can Have Warrant and 
Be Knowledge 

‘
,’

WCB KCB
KCB
WCB KCB
WCB
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as knowledge, just as in Calvin’s definition of faith. 
ga therefore claims that this extended A/C model shows “how the Christian belief 

– not just for ‘ignorant fundamentalists’ or benighted 

Enlightenment.” –

–

‘ faculty’ ‘ process ’

the responses to Plantinga’s model

–

WCB
WCB

KCB
WCB KCB Plantinga’s answer to the objection that Christian belief cannot 

KCB 8). He states: “the experiences and beliefs 
occasions

an argument to it.” (KCB
KCB

 

can vary in strength and can be mixed with doubts. Nevertheless, “what can be

knowledge...”

assumes
not derived from

“Scripture is self

have warrant in the basic way.”

antinga’s emphasis 

2.5.5 The Extended A/C Model: 4) Faith as Warranted Affection 
Plantinga also discusses the affective element in Calvin’s definition of faith in 

accompanied by a change in our will, or, using Jonathan Edwards’ term, our affections

KCB
WCB

2 for Plantinga’s response to such an objection.
WCB
WCB KCB
WCB KCB
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for one’s neighbour

“There is an intimate relation between revealing and sealing, knowledge and affection, 

of faith.” 

2.6 Defeaters for the A/C Model? 

which he defines as follows: “A defeater for a belief b is another belief d such that, given 
my noetic structure, I cannot rationally hold b, given that I believe d.”
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2.6.1 Historical Biblical Criticism 
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issue and what is Plantinga’s response?
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religious, or metaphysical assumptions that aren’t accepted by everyone in the 

2.6.2 Postmodernism and Pluralism 
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irrational or unwarranted? Plantinga’s answer is no. His main poin

an example. Rorty’s views may not be entirely clear, but Plantinga take
states that “truths are sentences, sentences are elements of language, and languages are 
human creations; therefore truths are human creations, and if there weren’t any human 

using creatures), there wouldn’t be any truths.”
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to believe both (1) and (2) above is called exclusivism. The issue is whether it isn’t 

Plantinga asks the question: “How can it be right 

confusion?”
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this “could serve as an occasion for a renewed and more powerful working of the belief
rocesses by which we come to apprehend (1) and (2).”

2.6.3 The Problem of Suffering and Evil 
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. Suffering is also caused by human evil. Such evil is a matter of free creatures’ 

render theism irrational. Plantinga refers to what is known as the gambler’s fallacy: if you 

KCB WCB
God, Freedom, and Evil 

 

problem of evil according to Plantinga. He adds: “And here is a respect in which Christian 
aling with evil that is not available to other forms of theism.”

WCB
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up theistic belief under those circumstances. Plantinga concludes that “in all likelihood 
believers in God do not have defeaters for theistic belief in knowledge of facts of evil.”

2.7 Concluding Summary91 
de jure

sensus divinitatis

sensus divinitatis

WCB KCB
KCB

“But is

to me to be true, and to be the maximally important truth.”

KCB
WCB KCB WCB

KCB
KCB
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2.8 Topics for a Theological Response 
In order to prepare for the later theological responses to this part of Plantinga’s work, I 

above survey of Plantinga’s concept of warranted Christian belief.
ents in Plantinga’s 

 sensus divinitatis

 

 

Studying the detailed description of Plantinga’s A/C model gi

 Given Plantinga’s overall aim and approach, a key question is whether his 
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,’ but ‘they have seen him’; see Acts and 1
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CHAPTER 3  
Theological Responses to Plantinga’s A/C Model –  

Benno van den Toren 

3.1 Introduction 
with Plantinga’s epistemology and with his A/C model for 

Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue

den Toren expresses his appreciation of Plantinga’s significant contribution to 

Plantinga’s work. Examples are his description of what it means that man has been 
in God’s image in relation to the sensus divinitatis

in Plantinga’s A/C model), and the primacy of God’s revelation in Jesus Christ in relation 
to the role this plays in Plantinga’s extended A/C model.

other crucial aspects of Plantinga’s work.
 His response to Plantinga’s epistemological 

Plantinga’s broad
 His critique of key elements in Plantinga’s A/C model. The three main ones 

o 
o 
o 

respond to God’s 
I will now discuss each of these topics in turn by summarising Van den Toren’s views and 

3.2 Response to Plantinga’s Broad Foundationalism 
Van den Toren agrees with Plantinga’s criticism of the classic

Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue

Van den Toren, ‘De apologetische betekenis van Plantinga’s kentheorie,’ in: René van 
De kentheorie van Alvin Plantinga

Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue
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He also shares Plantinga’s 

question of truth. He concludes that a new type of apologetic is needed, and he states: “the 

abandonment of the question of truth.”

Van den Toren’s arguments against Plantinga’s enlarged foundationalism can be 

 Plantinga’s approach

 

Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue
summary of Plantinga’s view.

Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue

 

3.2.1 Conflict with the Principle of Uni-directional Epistemological Support 

“Yet, in offering this solution, Plantinga still considers the ba

higher up in our noetic structure and are not themselves properly basic.”

sensus divinitatis
that “its capacity to bring us in touch with reality is evaluated entirely different by Calvin, 

basic.”

“The crucial point here is that there is a certain circularity (which does not 
’

’

directional.”

Plantinga’

points in Van den Toren’s critique call for a

WCB

Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue

Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue
Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue

Van den Toren refers to Plantinga’s own statement to this effect in WCD
WCB
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Plantinga’s approach implies a deviation 
Van den Toren’s next point raises another issue for this model.

3.2.2 Starting from Scratch? 

general, whether the classical model, or Plantinga’s enlarged model. These models 

Having said this, I doubt if this criticism applies to Plantinga’s approach in the 

process

A similar conclusion is reached by Wiertz, ‘Is Plantinga’s A/C Model an Example of Ideologically 
Tainted Philosophy?’ 87

Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue

 

however. Plantinga’s concept of warranted true belief based on the proper function

3.3 Response to Key Elements of Plantinga’s A/C Model 
As mentioned above, Van den Toren responds to several key elements of Plantinga’s 

ga’s 

3.3.1 The Role of a Self-Authenticating Experience of the Holy Spirit 
tic dialogue as “a dialogue concerning different tradition

– –

encounter.”
or may not lead to a correction or even a complete change of one’s worldview. The 

Toren’s response is bo

seems to accept that such experiences “can still be a ground for belief and 
even for certain knowledge.”
this aspect of Plantinga’s model:

 

 

 

Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue
Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue
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People of Other Faiths Also Claim Authenticating Experiences 

Plantinga’s A/C model.

‘ ’

if true
does not necessarily render Plantinga’s model invalid. All it does is to give an answer to 

de jure
de jure

rd, it is important to stress another aspect of Plantinga’s A/C model. 

sensus divinitatis

Encountering Religious Pluralism. The Challenge to Christian Faith and Mission
Christian Apologetics as Cross-

Cultural Dialogue

WCB

 

faith. I will discuss the relationship between Plantinga’s model and the truth question in 

Religious Certainty Based on the Side of the Knowing Subject 

“

both

om they trust.”

I have given this lengthy quote because these comments are also directed at Plantinga’s 

Van den Toren’s point seems to be that the basis for the certainty of the belief 

experience lies on the side of the knowing subject. Does this also apply to Plantinga’s 

subject does not apply to Plantinga’s model when read accurately. His model is in fact the 

prominent place to Scripture as God’s revelation to human beings. This revelation is 

Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue
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The Finality of the Christian Faith 

1:12): “Christians are not 
confident because of their confidence, but because of the Lord in whom they trust.”

is in some way present everywhere among humankind, but rather on God’s self

losed canon because Jesus Christ is God’s final, climactic and 

(as claimed in modernity), but on God’s faithfulness.

is bound up with Jesus Christ and God’s revelation. This is a unique revelation which

This is essentially a truth claim. Applying Plantinga’s model, we can say that Van den 

for him. It was Plantinga’s aim to clear away so de jure
de facto

Having said this, there is an implicit criticism of Plantinga’s approach in Van den 
Toren’s comments that a Christian’s confidence does not lie in the reasons why their belief 

Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue
Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue

WCB

 

Plantinga’s externalist approach does indeed avoid such problems. His model gives a 

irrational. Such belief, if true, can have warrant. Given Van den Toren’s main interest in 

de 
jure de jure

de facto

and

3.3.2 The Role of Testimony 

God’s revelation is also mediated to us by the testimony of others. There is a major role 
r Scripture in this process as it is the testimony to the reality of God’s self

history. Apologetics itself is also testimony or witness as it points to God’s mighty deeds 

of modernity (referring a.o. to the discussion in Plantinga’s Warrant and Proper Function

prima facie unless there are possible defeaters (again referring to Plantinga’s discussion 
of these matters). Van den Toren concludes that “if beliefs produced by testimony are 
prima facie
basis of a foundationalist type of noetic structure.”

of beliefs based on testimony if we follow Plantinga’s approach to warrant. A belief can be 

Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue
Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue
Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue
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o Plantinga’s 
Warrant and Proper Function

WCB
Van den Toren’s comments are both in 

church

3.3.3 The Affective Aspects of Faith and Human Responsibility 

‘affections’ (borrowed from Jonathan Edwards (see 
this “reveals a limitation in Plantinga’s analysis of the cognitive influence of sin and
wake of this, points to a weakness in his warrant epistemology.”
Toren, this reflects Plantinga’s more general thesis that we have no significant control 

Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue
Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue

 

In response, I would say that we have to realise that Plantinga’s analysis focuses 

would call regeneration. In the context of Plantinga’s epistemology and the question 

their different purposes in their work. Plantinga’s focus 

Plantinga’s work, however understandable this may be. This is a point that needs to be 
red further in a discussion of Plantinga’s model in the light of all theological 

Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue
‘Positive Epistemic Status and Proper Function,’ in: James Tomberlin (ed.), Philosophical 
Perspectives 2: Epistemology

Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue
WCB

Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue
How Long, O Lord? Reflections on Suffering and 

Evil
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3.4 Summary of Van den Toren’s Response to Plantinga 

Toren’s
more general discussion of Plantinga’s A/C model of Warranted Christian Belief in 

Criticism of Plantinga’s Broad Foundationalism 

een labelled as Plantinga’s broad

 Plantinga’s approach conflicts with the foundationalist

 

what we see in real life. This criticism does not apply to Plantinga’s 

function dynamic

Comments on Key Aspects of Plantinga’s (Extended) A/C Model 
The Role of a Self-Authenticating Experience of the Work of the Holy Spirit 

den Toren sees some problems with Plantinga’s description of the Internal Instigation 

of the belief in question is included in Plantinga’s model as a condition. As Plantinga has 
de jure de 

facto

 

This second point is not valid upon accurate reading of Plantinga’s A/C model. He 

The Role of Testimony 

The Role of Human Responsibility 
Van den Toren indicates that Plantinga’s A/C model gives the impression that the human 

3.5 Conclusion 
The examination of Van den Toren’s response to Plantinga’s work suggests that at least 

iew of Plantinga’s concept of Warranted Christian Belief
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CHAPTER 4  
Theological Responses to Plantinga’s A/C Model – 

K. Scott Oliphint 

4.1 Introduction 

often been labelled as his (new) Reformed Epistemology. Oliphint’s responses started in 

mine Oliphint’s response to Plantinga’s 

Oliphint’s appreciation for Plantinga’s epistemology and his A/C model shows 
’s first 

Warranted 
Christian Belief

to Plantinga’s work as I 

Oliphint’s objection to Plantinga’s epistemology is that 
de facto

hint, the truth issue must take centre stage in one’s 
approach to epistemology. This difference lies at the heart of Oliphint’s response to 
Plantinga’s A/C model, which is composed of both criticism and proposed modifications 

My discussion of Oliphint’s response is str
 Oliphint’s response to Plantinga’s epistemology of theistic and Christian 

 Oliphint’s more specific response to Plantinga’s A/C model
 

See J.M. Frame, ‘Presuppositional Apologetics,’ in: C. Campbell New 
Dictionary of Christian Apologetics

Covenantal Apologetics.
Oliphint, ‘Plantinga on Warrant.’

Warrant: The Current Debate WCD Warrant and Proper 
Function WPF .

Oliphint, ‘Epistemology and Christian Belief.’
Warranted Christian Belief WCB
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4.2 Response to Plantinga’s Epistemology 
Oliphint’s first published response to Plantinga’s work started with an extreme statement. 
In his review of Plantinga’s first two volumes in the Warrant

dependent
referring to Plantinga’s earlier book God and Other Minds

Warranted Christian Belief

Calvin and others that “one’s true knowledge of God is the only foundation upon which 
any other true knowledge or belief must rest.”

hypothesis. He concludes that: “A Reformed epistemology will need to make clear at the 

avenues through which true knowledge can be had.” This response shows Oliphint’s 

Oliphint’s review essay of Plantinga’s third volume in the Warrant

de facto de jure
de jure

basic complaint is still there as he states: “The issue of the truth of Christianity is an issue 
that is front and center through a good bit of Plantinga’s discussion, but is, after all 
and done, an issue that lies, for the most part, dormant in the discussion.”

Oliphint, ‘Plantinga on Warrant.’
God and Other Minds: A Study in the Rational Justification of Belief in God

‘Plantinga vs. Oliphint: And the Winner Is…,’ Calvin Theological 
Journal ‘Contemporary Religious Epistemology: Some Key 
Aspects,’ in: D.A. Carson (ed.), The Enduring Authority of the Christian Scriptures

Oliphint, ‘Epistemology and Christian Belief,’
He even labelled Plantinga’s epistemology as ‘anti Christian;’ Oliphint, ‘Plantinga on Warrant,’ 

from Kelly Clark in his article ‘Plantinga vs. Oliphint,’ 

Oliphint, ‘Plantinga on Warrant,’ 433.
Oliphint, ‘Plantinga on Warrant,’ 435.
Oliphint, ‘Epistemology and Christian Belief.’
Oliphint, ‘Epistemology and Christian Belief,’ 181.

 

Oliphint returns to a more critical assessment of Plantinga’s work in his 2011 
Using Reason by Faith

WCB, Oliphint interprets Plantinga as if he is saying: “In keeping with Kant’s emphasis, the 
‘ .’” And he 

“So, Plantinga strikes the Kantian pose and argues for a rational th

metaphysical.”

Despite the variation in the expression of his critique of Plantinga’s approach, Oliphint’s 

de jure de facto
modification of Plantinga’s epistemological approach. I will now discuss his objection and 

4.2.1 Is it Legitimate to Address the  Question separate from the 
 Question? 

First, we have to ask the question whether Oliphint’s criticism is correct that Plantinga 
does not address the question of truth and ‘ignores things metaphysical ’ This criticism 

 Oliphint’s point about a Kantian approach in Plantinga’s work of not 

seems to ignore Plantinga’s extensive refutation in WCB
of Kant’s claim that w

 Plantinga’s work addresses how theistic and Christian belief can have 

 The key issue in Oliphint’s response seems to me to be the lac

de facto de jure
questions. Plantinga’s clearly stated conclusion is that the answer to the de 
jure

de facto

Oliphint, ‘Using Reason by Faith.’
iphint, ‘Using Reason by Faith, 100.
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true
WCB had already referred to Plantinga’s own words WCB

Elsewhere Plantinga also states this is at heart a theological question: “And 
pute as to whether theistic belief is rational (warranted) can’t be 

dispute.”

 Plantinga’s investigation of the de jure

WCB
this book: “The second project addresses Christian believers and, hence, 
starts from the assumption of the truth of Christian belief
answer the question whether and how such belief can have warrant.”

WCB as he states that “… I can only say that it does, indeed, seem to me to 
be true, and to be the maximally important truth.”

present that just ‘lying dormant in the discussion ’
Second, Oliphint’s objection 

Plantinga’s approach de jure
de facto

de jure
WCB

de jure

emphasise its rationality as Paul says to Festus (Acts 26:25) “…I am sp

WCB
Oliphint, ‘Epistemology and Christian Belief,’ 156.
WCB
WCB
WCB
WCB

 

rational words.”
de jure de facto

from this review of Oliphint’s response.

4.2.2 Proposed Modification of Plantinga’s Approach 
Oliphint states the reason for his proposed modification as follows: “…I would like to set 

epistemology.”

summarise Oliphint’s proposed modification in order to see what it is that he misses in 
Plantinga’s

Oliphint’s epistemology is determined by the notion that man has been created in 
God’s image. In this sense, man is different from the rest of God’s creation. Creation 

epistemology according to Oliphint: “It is this crucial but almost universally neglected 
–

– that is the theological key to a Christian epistemology.”

inextricably tied to our knowledge of God according to Oliphint. This also means that “any 
idea of properly basic belief must find its ground in God’s revelati ”

Oliphint concludes that this approach is fully compatible with a ‘proper function 
’ referring to Plantinga’s concept of warranted true belief based on 

Plantinga’s emphasis on the role of the 

The Gagging of God: Christianity Confronts Pluralism

Oliphint, ‘The Old New Reformed Epistemology,’ 208; see also Oliphint, ‘Is There a Reformed 
to Natural Theology?’ 

Oliphint, ‘The Old New Reformed Epistemology,’ 211.
Oliphint, ‘The Old New Reformed Epistemology,’ 214.
Oliphint, ‘The Old New Reformed Epistemology,’ 215.
Oliphint, ‘The Old New Reformed Epistemology,’ 211.
KCB
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According to Oliphint, “…any notion of proper function with respect to our cognitive 

creation and shows himself to human beings through his creation” (referring to Romans 

they correspond to the reality of God’s creation. But he adds that this “rational aspect is 

s created and sustained by the triune God.”

: “Proper function seems to be exactly what was lost at the fall.”

what does ‘adequate’ in contrast to ‘proper’ function mean? The answer given by Oliphint 

Oliphint adds that even adequate functioning is dependent on “an acknowledgement
God who reveals himself, and who came to save his own in his Son.”

dependent on God’s sustaining activity in creation for their knowledge formation and the 
acknowledgement

Oliphint, ‘The Old New Reformed Epistemology,’ 212.
Oliphint, ‘The Old New Reformed Epistemology,’ 216.
Oliphint, ‘The Old New Reformed Epistemology,’ 217.
Oliphint, ‘The Old New Reformed Epistemology,’ 217.
Oliphint, ‘The Old New Reformed Epistemology,’ 218 (emphasis mine); Elsewhere he states: 

“The nature of reality is such that faith is required for true knowledge;” see ‘Using Reas
Faith,’ 112.

 

Oliphint’s views and his epistemological approach also determine his respons
Plantinga’s A/C model. This response focuses specifically on the basic A/C model for 

4.3 Response to Plantinga’s A/C Model 
As mentioned above, Oliphint’s response to the A/C model is motivated by his view that 

 First of all, he proposes a modification of Plantinga’s A/C model especially 

 elements in Plantinga’s work can be used to support a 

4.3.1 The A/C Model and the SD 

locus classicus

The SD as Knowledge 
Oliphint concludes from Paul’s words in Romans 1:18
as knowledge. He points to Paul’s words that “For what can be known about God is plain 
to them… ” and “For his invisible attributes, namely his eternal power and divine nature, 
have been clearly perceived…”

Oliphint notes that his view differs from Plantinga’s way of describing the SD as a capacity, 

a cognitive faculty: “The SD is more a deliverance
sensus than set (of dispositions).”

Reasons for Faith, 134; ‘The Irrationality of Unbelief,’ 67.
Oliphint, ‘Epistemology and Christian Belief,’ 164; Reasons for Faith

Reasons for Faith
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sensus

sensus

Reasons for Faith

He also relates his view to Plantinga’s warrant terminology. If the SD is 

warrant. As he says: “…if the sensus
sensus divinitatis

t.”
“The knowledge that we have need not, and does not

as knowledge.”

The SD as Given by God 
by God

to Romans 1:19b. Oliphint uses the phrase ‘internal implanting by God’ (abbreviated as 
analogy to the phrase of the ‘Internal Instigation of the Holy Spirit’ (hereafter 

1:19). All human beings have this knowledge because they have been created in God’s 
He concludes: “This means that there simply are no

istic belief or knowledge is absent from a person.”

elsewhere: “it is a knowledge that God infuses into his human creatures, and continues to 
continue to live out their days denying or ignoring him.”

The SD as Given by God’s Revelation 

revelation. Based on Romans 1:20 he concludes that this knowledge of God “is the 
revelation of the character of God, given to God’s human creatures, in and through the 
things that are made.” This revelation occurs through God’s creation.

Reasons for Faith
Oliphint, ‘Epistemology and Christian Belief,’ 164 (emphasis Oliphint).
Oliphint, ‘Is There a Reformed Objection to Natural Theology?’ 
Oliphint, ‘Epistemology and Christian Belief,’ 164
Oliphint, ‘Epistemology and Christian Belief,’ 171 (emphasis Oliphint).

Reasons for Faith
Oliphint, ‘Epistemology and Christian Belief,’ 165.

 

Oliphint’s Proposed Modification 
Oliphint brings these three points together in a summary statement as follows: “The SD 

understood by us.”
the proposed modification of Plantinga’s A/C model by Oliphint. The SD can be defined in 

as God’s revelation, and faith given by God to us through the IIHS and Scripture.

of the IIG, God’s revelation through his creation, together resulting in 
“in important ways (…) relevantly 

and strikingly similar to Christian belief, and thus to the extended A/C model.”

The Effect of Sin on the Sensus Divinitatis 

WCB, refers approvingly to Plantinga’s discussion of these matters in 

Reasons for Faith
See Chapter 2 for a summary of Plantinga’s model.
Oliphint, ‘Epistemology and Christian Belief,’ 166.
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WCB

Plantinga’s comment that the deliverances of the SD are being suppressed.

despite
“that we all

know God.”

on God’s activity, which activity cannot fail.
ore criticises Plantinga’s functional view of the SD 

SD to our response to God’s revelation. Referring to Plantinga’s words in WCB

Paul’s words: 
“It is not within the realm of Paul’s purview at this point that the sensus divinitatis

could, malfunction”
the problem is “that we suppress this intimate, deep, and 

personal knowledge of God that he reveals to us.”
surprisingly using ‘functional’ language

Comparison of the Views of Oliphint and Plantinga on the SD and the Effect of Sin 
Before assessing Oliphint’s views, it will be helpful to summarise the key differences 

Oliphint, ‘Epistemology and Christian Belief,’ 156 WCB
Oliphint, ‘Epistemology and Christian Belief,’ 159 WCB
Oliphint, ‘Epistemology and Christian Belief,’ 162 (emphasis Oliphint).

Reasons for Faith
Oliphint, ‘Is There a Reformed Objection to Natural Theology?’ 
Oliphint, ‘Epistemology and Christian Belief,’ 164 (emphasis Oliphint).
Oliphint, ‘Is There a Reformed Objection to Natural Theology?’ 
Oliphint, ‘Epistemology and Christian Belief,’ 166 Reasons for Faith

 

WCB
 “The condition of sin involves damage sensus divinitatis

typically have some grasp of God’s presence a
but this knowledge is covered over, impeded, suppressed.”

 “Furthermore, the deliverances of the sensus divinitatis
already are, can easily be suppressed and impeded.”

 “…the deliverances of the sensus divinitatis
even suppressed altogether.”

dge is given to every human being from birth by virtue of being created in God’s 

Assessment of Oliphint’s Response Regarding the A/C Model and the SD 

ot pass by the human being or the human mind. Paul’s language in 
as ‘plain to them ’ ‘clearly perceived ’ ‘understood ’ or ‘manifest’ 

tion (‘the things that have been made’). Given the presence of sin and its 

WCB KCB
WCB
WCB
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sense that God’s 

All of this suggests that Plantinga’s inclusion of a fu

21. This means that Oliphint’s view can be seen as a reduction of the meaning of the SD as 

a lie? If we take this word ‘exchange’ literally, it would mean that people no lo

Plantinga’s more functional approach, these questions are answered more easily. 

This latter point emphasises the moral aspect of what happens in people’s lives. 

to use Plantinga’s words (borrowed from Edwards). Plantinga rightly

hardly responded to this aspect of Plantinga’s model.
Finally, Plantinga’s definition of the SD does not exclude some of the properties 

that Oliphint ascribes to it. In fact, Oliphint’s proposed modification above
SD as comprising three elements (the IIG, God’s revelation through his creation, together 

 

by God is implicit in Plantinga’s description: God has given the
cognitive faculty and its operation is triggered by (elements of) God’s creation. The latter 
can be articulated as God’s revelation. In both descriptions, the product is the same: 

only as our response to God’s revelation.
The above survey of Oliphint’s response does show that although his objections 

against Plantinga’s model are not valid, 

4.3.2 Can Plantinga’s A/C Model Support the Truth Claim of the Christian Faith? 

He does this by arguing that there are elements in Plantinga’s A/C model that support a 
iphint’s 

WCB he suggests that “contrary 
to Plantinga’s own protestations, he in fact does know how to show Christianity to be true 

argument against naturalism.”

relate “to the SD and to the acquisition process of Christian belief.” He draws attention to 

tinga’s extended A/C model point to the God
belief. Oliphint suggests that this means that: “…whatever role our cognitive faculties play, 

direct role with respect to that knowledge and faith” (ad

necessity of conversion. He refers to it as making the connection of someone’s true 

Oliphint, ‘Is There a Reformed Objection to Natural Theology?’ 
WCB
Oliphint, ‘Epistemology and Christian Belief,’ 181.
Oliphint, ‘Epistemology and Christian Belief,’ 180; Reasons for Faith
Frame, ‘Presuppositional Apologetics.’
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He says: “There can be no true and right 
‘ ’ n 17:3).” As a result, 
apologetics “should be less concerned about the warran

on presenting and arguing for the truth as it is found in Christ.”

in’s

model when he says: “Or perhaps we should say that the proper functioning of the 
he extended A/C model is applied to us.”

Oliphint’s lack of attention for the extend

addressed in the extended A/C model. Plantinga’s work to show how the full Chri
de jure

Oliphint, ‘Is There a Reformed Objection to Natural Theology?’ 202
uses the words ‘true knowledge.’ If we use Plantinga’s definition of knowledge as warranted true 
belief, then it is superfluous to talk about ‘true’ knowledge.

Oliphint, ‘Is There a Reformed Objection to Natural Theology?’ 

WCB
Oliphint, ‘Epistemology and Christian Belief,’ 179.
Oliphint, ‘Epistemology and Christian Belief,’ 158.
WCB

 

4.4 Summary and Conclusions 
Oliphint’s main criticism of Plantinga’s 

de jure

confronted with, and 2) Plantinga’s answer clears the ground for a full discussion of the 

formation of such knowledge. Given Plantinga’s aims and approach, he emphasises the 

s. Oliphint’s more one
a number of unanswered questions. Having said this, Oliphint’s more detailed description 

– God’s 
–

Oliphint has given little response to Plantinga’s extended A/C 

Plantinga’

The survey of Oliphint’s response to Plantinga’s A/C model offers the following 

 
de 

facto de jure
 

 –
–
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4.4 Summary and Conclusions 
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de jure
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4.5 Appendix 
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sensus divinitatis
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 2006: Publication of Oliphint’s book Reasons for Faith

 
response to Plantinga’s concept of Free Will Defense as his view on the proble

 
Revelation and Reason
The Irrationality of Unbelief: An Exegetical Study

The Old-New Reformed Epistemology
response to Plantinga’s use of the SD in his Aquinas/Calvin 

 2011: Oliphint’s essay entitled Using Reason by Faith

cusses Plantinga’s approach and his view on the SD (again with some repetition).
 2012: In a review essay on Michael Sudduth’s book The Reformed Objection to Natural 

Theology
gy, and this includes further comments on Plantinga’s views on these matters.

 2013: Oliphint publishes a review of Plantinga’s Where the Conflict Really Lies

not comment specifically on Plantinga’s concept of warranted Christian belief, but 

and again on Plantinga’s concept of Free Will Defence.

Oliphint, ‘Plantinga on Warrant.’
Oliphint, ‘Epistemology and Christian Belief.’

Reasons for Faith.
Revelation and Reason.

Oliphint, ‘The Irrationality of Unbelief.’
Oliphint, ‘The Old New Reformed Epistemology.’
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CHAPTER 5  
Theological Responses to Plantinga’s A/C Model – 

Kevin Diller 

5.1 Introduction 
Diller’s – Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma. How Karl 

Barth and Alvin Plantinga Provide a Unified Response –
rily at a critical discussion of Plantinga’s work. It rather uses Plantinga’s 

theology’s epistemological dilemma. According to Diller, this dilemma is created by two 
pensable but conflicting affirmations, and can be defined as follows: “Christian 

.”

reliable. As Diller concludes: “We simply cannot certify the reliability of our own noetic 
means of those same resources.”

“…an 
engagement of God’s self

theology.” He uses Barth’s theology of revelation and Plantinga’s epistemology of 

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma. How Karl Barth and Alvin Plantinga Provide a 
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impossible task. The problem can be put briefly as follows: Barth’s answer to the above 
dilemma is God’s personal, cogniti
no room for any human contribution whatsoever. In short, this is an answer ‘from above ’ 
Barth’s radical answer has been interpreted by many as implying a low view of philosophy 

time, Plantinga’s philosophical work with its attention for epistemology and for the 

to support an approach ‘from below’ –

reception of God’s revelation without denying its primacy as God’s initiative. Moreover, 

shapes the content of Diller’s book.

o the question what this tells us about Plantinga’s work and 
especially about his A/C model. I will therefore look at Diller’s book to find what specific 
theological responses it gives to Plantinga’s A/C model.
Diller’s work in 
part of this entails how Barth’s theology poses questions to the work of Plantinga through 

dition, there appear to be some topics where Barth’s work adds some support for 
Plantinga’s A/C model. I will start with some general observations about the way Diller 
approaches Plantinga’s work, before listing and then discussing his responses to the A/C

5.2 Approach to Plantinga’s Work 
Diller’s approach in bringing together theology and analytic philosophy through Barth 

helpful that Diller outlines the scope and limitations of Plantinga’s work.

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Comprehensive reviews of Diller’s book can 

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma

 

He offers a summary of Plantinga’s 

he includes a discussion of objections to Plantinga’s work raised by others. Some of these 

to understand Plantinga’s work in relation to that of Barth, and which 

First, he states that Plantinga’s A/C model is ‘an 
’ What does he mean by this? Plantinga gives a theological account of how people 

to recognise, however, that his model is not ‘
’ Diller refers to complaints about this, and mentions Plantinga’s response to the 

from God’s revealing action. the essential place Plantinga gives to God’s 

out on several occasions, Plantinga’s aim and 

e. Even though Barth’s view is the
of much debate and controversy, Plantinga’s treatment of this topic is sufficiently general 

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma ‘Internalism, Externalism, 

Arguments for Christian Belief,’ 
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
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5.3 Overview of Areas of Tension between Plantinga and Barth 

1.The Use of Philosophy for Theological Purposes 

philosophical methods would never lead to such knowledge because, in Barth’s vie
only basis for knowledge of God is God’s self revelation. As Diller says: “For Barth, we 

about God’s existence.”

2.How do we Arrive at Knowledge of God? 

exclusively ‘from above,’
Plantinga give (too much) room for a knowledge of God ‘from below’ –

–
we human beings live? Plantinga’s model gives a place to these elements, but would this 

3.Is there Knowledge of God apart from Faith? The  
Barth’s view of revelation raises questions regarding the basic A/C model on the warrant 

sensus divinitatis 

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma

 

4.The Nature of Genuine Knowledge of God 

5.The Role of the Church and Testimony 
Yet another area of difference is raised by the fact that Plantinga’s model has a strong 
focus on one’s individual theistic and Christian belief. For Ba
individualist knowledge of God would be inconceivable. Given the primacy of God’s 
revelation in Barth’s theology, it may seem surprising that he sees a role for the church in 

of God’s speaking in Christ, as the church is also called the body of Christ. This raises the 
any at all, in Plantinga’s model.

 

5.4 Discussion of these Theological Responses 
5.4.1 The Use of Philosophy for Theological Purposes 

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma

to the importance of Barth’s response to the rise of Nazism and the 
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
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To see this compatibility requires that we realise that “for Bar
theological knowing are only known in reflection on the gift of the knowledge of God,” as 

In other words, Barth would not have had objections against Plantinga’s 

reflection. I think it is possible to see Plantinga’s work in this way, although it should be 
clear that his ‘reflection’ starts with his development of his general epistemology

An example of this approach is Diller’s explanation of how Barth would have 
agreed with Plantinga’s critique of Enlightenment foundationalism. Barth’s own theology 

foundationalism and gives primacy to God’s 
ling action. As Diller states, Barth denies “…the very possibility that we could 

of our theological knowing,” and therefore he concludes that Barth’s “theological 
human foundations.”

This is compatible with Plantinga’s criticism of classical 

’s work

significantly increase, however, when we look at the implications of Barth’s position on 

5.4.2 How Do We Arrive at Knowledge of God? 

‘ ’
Plantinga’s A/

Barth for Plantinga’s basic A/C model. He says: “To grant that there could be a human 

discover about the nature of revelation in the gift of revelation.”

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma

 

of the A/C model, Diller states: “On Barth’s account there is no avenue to the know
of God that begins with generic theism or originates from an innate human capacity.”

for Diller’s conclusion about the compatibility between Barth and Plantinga.

Plantinga’s model. Diller notices that “While Plantinga is obliged to show that his general 
on his view

generating impetus for all our knowledge is a design of the triune God.”
the word ‘obliged ’ I would prefer to say that design by God is not necessary in Plantinga’s 

Diller is right, however, to point to Plantinga’s view that it is 
This points to God’s initiative rather 

Looking at the matter from Barth’s perspective, Diller observes that Barth does not 
reception

As Diller says: “Any aspect of the created order may serve as the locus of divine revealing, 
but not its source.” God’s revelation in Christ is not beamed out randomly into the 

As a next step, Diller notes that Plantinga’s model entails that the warrant of 

Barth, Plantinga also rejects natural theology in the sense that “human arguments are 
neither necessary nor sufficient for theistic belief.”

Barth’s concern is that this approach would assume that knowledge of God can be 
by human beings without God’s revelation. It would also pretend to start from a 

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma, 125 (emphasis Diller); he refers also to Plantinga’s 

WCB
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
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of faith. According to Diller, Plantinga’s approach would avoid this problem. As alrea

Barth’s concern.

apart from God’s self

esolve the tension with Barth’s 

vereign action of God, but function “within 
the realm of supernatural revelation and not independent from it.”

This is for example where arguments for God’s existence can still be useful as Plantinga 

differences can be “explained as the consequence of differences in the purpose and 
of their work.” He sums it up as follows: “Barth, as a Christian theologian, assumes the 

epistemology.”

remains a hypothetical issue whether Barth would really be satisfied by Diller’s proposed 

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma RBG
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma

A. Plantinga, ‘Two Dozen (or so) Theistic Arguments,’ Alvin Plantinga

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma

 

inga’s A/C model, the problem boils 
down to the issue of the truth of the Christian faith. In Plantinga’s model the truth of the 

5.4.3 Is there Knowledge of God Apart from Faith? The  

nature of such knowledge? This topic entails a major challenge to Plantinga’s A/C model 

The Problem Stated 
Plantinga’s aim with his basic A/C model is to show and explain how theistic belief can 

encompass the details of specifically Christian belief. Plantinga’s model e

Barth’s theology of revelation has Jesus Christ as its content, centre and focus. For 
e of God is exclusively the result of God’s revelation in Jesus Christ. This 

knowledge is the result of God’s initiative through his Holy Spirit. The 
states: “If there is a sensus divinitatis

operates within the realm of the Spirit.”

obtained through saving faith in Christ. As Diller states: “In Barth’s view revelation is 
bound up with soteriology,” “For Barth, a human knowledge of God is genuine if and 
only if it is knowledge by faith.”

God Barth refers to, which results from God’s r
problem concisely as follows: “Suffice it to say that –

– sensus divinitatis

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
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does.”
A/C model from Plantinga’s work!

Diller’s Proposed Resolution 
The first point to mention is that Diller recognises that some of Barth’s requirements for 

of God’s revelation are met by the basic 

ultimately arises from God’s 
th’s most important 

that it is the result of God’s 
quotes Barth: “Only in the One who acts on us 

nd resurrection could we perceive the Creator.”

and skewed beliefs about God. Having said this, Diller recognises that “Plantinga 

‘ ’
own.”

“Plantinga never claims that knowledge of God prior to the fall was achi

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma WCB

 

or Calvin has this kind of independence in mind.”

and suppressed. This would seem to me to be in agreement with Paul’s statements in

powerful being. This may be called knowledge in Plantinga’s model, 

Barth’s view leaves an unresolved challenge to Plantinga’s 

–

that “Insofar as the sensus divinitatis

delivers only at best an affirmation of some true propositions about God.”

us to the final part of Diller’s proposed

in his survey of Plantinga’s work in 

acknowledges that Plantinga agrees that after the fall in sin, Christian belief “does not and 

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma WCB
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could not originate from an innate human capacity,” but requires the work of the Holy 
s back to Barth’s territory. A

“And since, due to sin, the A/C model is dependent on and 

sensus divinitatis is unnecessary to Plantinga’s wider argument.”

Response to Diller’s Solution 

explicitly what he means by ‘largely ’ What is left of the basic A/C model in his opinion? In 

–

“yields an epistemology of Christian belief that derives ultimately ‘from outside all human 
’”

that knowledge of God is only possible through God’s revelation in 

belief still has its ultimate origin in God’s initiative as described in the A/C model.

objection to Plantinga’s model. The discussion does show, however, that especially from 

relevant given the question debated in apologetics to what extent there is a ‘point
contact’ with unbelievers. This question has also been raised for example b

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma

 

5.4.4 What is the Nature of Genuine Knowledge of God? 
Barth is defined by Diller as follows: “This is cognit

enabling of the personal, historical, transformative work of the Spirit.”
creates a few more challenges for Plantinga’s (extended) A/C model. The 

Personal vs. Propositional Knowledge 

deficiency in Plantinga’s mode

from Calvin’s definition of faith, shows that faith encompasses no

Diller’s response is again boundaries of the scope of Plantinga’s project 

Although this is true, I would suggest that Plantinga’s description of the extended 
s. Plantinga’s 

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma WCB
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
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Assurance of Faith and the Degree of Warrant 

that Plantinga’s model allows for the possibility of degrees of warrant. S

book, he states: “At 

human knowing is consistent with confident assurance.”
our belief originates in God’s revelation. But how can we know this? The experience of 
this assurance may be very different in different people, but “the assurance is grown in us 

historical, psychological, social, cultural, and linguistic frameworks.”
that the ground of our knowledge is secured for us in Jesus Christ who stands “in our place 

participation in his perfect human knowledge of God.”
the proposal of his book intends to point us to a profound and reasonable hope: “What is 
impossible with man is possible with God” (Lk 18:27).

5.4.5 The Role of the Church and Testimony 
Diller raises another challenge to Plantinga’s A/C model regarding its alleged 

Plantinga’s account of the SD internal

church would become the ground for knowledge of God or, to use Plantinga’s terminology, 

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma

 

church of Jesus Christ and God’s revelation is given in Christ to the church 

church and formation of faith. The question is if this element is not lacking in Plantinga’s 
odel. But is this challenge justified? Is there no role for the church in Plantinga’s model 

minimalist nature of Plantinga’s model 

Warranted Christian Belief

“Presented in this brief and undeveloped way, this model can seem unduly 
individualistic. But of course it doesn’t at all preclude the importance of the 

of all sorts and conditions.”

Hence, Diller concludes: “Denying that the church is the primary source of warra

Christian belief.”
Diller seeks the answer in Plantinga’s 

does help to relay the message of the gospel. But there is more as he adds: “It also serves 

faith”

WCB
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
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“In Plantinga’s model, Christian belief is based on an extraordinary kind of testimony, the 

in line with Plantinga’s views.

5.5 Support from Barth for Plantinga’s A/C Model 
Divine Sovereignty and Human Responsibility 

– Plantinga’s work focuses 

These questions are therefore especially relevant to Plantinga’s work, and he has been 

based on Plantinga’s words about the work of the Holy Spirit “who gets us to accept, 
.”

on this issue. He refers to Barth’s view that we as human beings “are designed for 

act of God.”
for a human response, but the power and enabling of this response are also the Spirit’s 

is that “For both Plantinga and Barth, therefore, Christian 
belief is free and authentic human knowing made possible by the free decision of God.”

“Mor

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma WCB
‘Internalism, Externalism, Defeaters and Arguments for Christian Belief,’ 

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
WCB

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma WCB
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its thoroughgoing humanness.”
ear limitation of Plantinga’s proposed model which, as stated above, is 

5.6 Conclusions and Implications for my Project 

given his foreword in Diller’s book.

Plantinga’s work. Part of this exercise involved a number of challenges for Plantinga’s A/C 

my further discussion of Plantinga’s overall A/C model in 
 the challenge from Barth’s views 

for Plantinga’s basic A/C model for theistic belief. Barth would hardly see 

s that Plantinga’s description of this theistic belief is rather 

in line with Plantinga’s model. In my view, two issues remain to be explored 

o 

o 

 t Plantinga’s proposal is intentionally underspecified, 

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
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o 

o 

o Diller has suggested that Barth’s views 

 

 

CHAPTER 6  
Theological Responses to Plantinga’s A/C Model – 

Keith Mascord 

6.1 Introduction 
Alvin 

Plantinga and Christian Apologetics
Plantinga’s to apologetics, and to engage critically with Plantinga’s thinking. He 

and especially in the work of Plantinga. The main focus of his book is Plantinga’s 
Warranted Christian Belief

his very strong appreciation of Plantinga’s work, he also offers what he calls a 
‘modest critique,’
comprises one of the main theological responses to Plantinga’s work and to the A/C 

overview of Mascord’s approach to Plantinga’s work, followed by a discussion of his 

6.2 Approach to Plantinga’s Work 
nga’s work highly, indicating the major impact it has had and 

Mascord emphasises that Plantinga’s major contribution to Christian 

various challenges). He sees this contribution as “unsurpassed by any person in the latter 
”

Plantinga’s contribution to positive apologetics (the construction and use of arguments to 

This comment sets the scene for Mascord’s critical engagement with 

Alvin Plantinga and Christian Apologetics

Warranted Christian Belief WCB
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Plantinga’s work, and has also stimulated Mascord’s proposed modification of Plantinga’s 

Plantinga’s contribution to negative apologetics and the defence of the Christian 
de jure

de facto

de jure de facto

Mascord’s motivation for positive 

He argues against Plantinga’s 

therefore calls his approach the ‘warranted trust model.’
Although Mascord strongly appreciates Plantinga’s work and 

as a modest critique, his approach represents a significant deviation from Plantinga’s 

6.3 Response to Plantinga’s Work 
rd’s response with his more general epistemological 

points, and then zoom in at his more detailed comments on Plantinga’s A/C model.

6.3.1 Evaluation of Plantinga’s Contribution to Apologetics 
Mascord explains Plantinga’s 

Reason and Belief in God Warranted Christian Belief

RBG

 

Mascord notes that in Plantinga’s later work there has been more attention for 

Even though Plantinga’s attention for positive apologetics may have been limited, 

that Plantinga’s epistemology, with its 

Plantinga’s concept 

s to “Plantinga’s fundamental Christian assumption that God has created 
producing faculties.”

Mascord proposes to solve this problem by returning to what he calls ‘Plantinga’s 
mate assumption’ that our belief

Reid’s 

question. This brings us to the next element of Mascord’s respons

6.3.2 Response to Plantinga’s Use of the  –  Distinction 

Plantinga’s work that anticipates his later, more detailed critique. This concerns 
Plantinga’s discussion of the relationship between the truth of a belief (the de facto

de jure

of Mascord’s book: 
Plantinga, ‘Two Dozen (or so) Theistic Arguments,’ in: Baker, D Alvin Plantinga
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de jure
de facto

First, Mascord argues that “if one is convinced, with good reason, that theistic 
does

is established.”
arguments is the major point in Mascord’s more detailed critique of the A/C model

de jure

Mascord’s
critique regarding Plantinga’s conclusion therefore comes down to the issue of the need 

6.3.3 The Role of Other Beliefs 

chapters of Mascord’s book and concerns the role of the inferential support of other 

basic belief. Mascord’s response is that a common reaction of believers when

WCB
WCB

 

The third case mentioned by Mascord, is the one where a person’s other beliefs can 

having recognised this problem: “Plantinga himself admits 

and unconsciously, may be difficult to make.”
that his model could be developed in a way that “the role of the sensus divinitatis

–
the heavens can be gloriously beautiful only if God has created them.”

Mascord concludes that this “calls into question Plantinga’s claim that belief 

proven.”

Mascord’s point does in my view not mean that the conclusion can be drawn that such a 
basic. Plantinga’s point 

need

WCB
WCB

WCB
WCB

WCB
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way when considering Mascord’s 

6.3.4 Response to the A/C Model of Theistic Belief 
Mascord wants to mount what he calls “a modest critique of Plantinga’s evolving theory 

basic theistic and Christian beliefs.”
Plantinga’s A/C model for theistic and Christian belief, respectively, and begins by 
discussing Plantinga’s theory of theistic belief formation. Mascord objects to Plantinga’s 

sensus divinitatis
Mascord then states: “It is here that we arrive at the controversial heart of Plantinga’s 
theory of properly basic theistic belief.”

He expresses his critique as follows: “However, it is my contention 

Plantinga’s description of the phe
unconvincing.” And he states that “Plantinga’s claim that belief in God is mostly or 

preferable.” This seems Mascord’s main point of critique, and, as we will see, he raises a 

WCB

 

RBG

Theistic Belief as a Result of Observing the Beauty of Nature 
Mascord’s first
observe the beauty of nature, or to use his example: “when they behold the starry 
heavens.” Plantinga’s model suggests that people in that situation form belief about God, 

argument. Mascord thinks that Plantinga is wrong here, and states that Plantinga “leaves 

God.”

afterwards

express their response in words such as “There must be a God!”

 
 

 
 

basic in contrast to Plantinga’s 

case? On Mascord’s account, this is likely to 

RBG WCB
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who

such a being. This brings us back to Plantinga’s model. If such a be

s in my view that Mascord’s objection is not valid. He has not 

Other Suggested Examples of Basic Theistic Belief Formation 

RBG
 
 

 
 
 

WCB
RBG WCB

 

basic and Plantinga’s example would not be valid. But if there is an already 

basic theistic belief. Mascord seems to have misunderstood Plantinga’s examples. 

In case of belief 2, Mascord suggests that “Various beliefs about God and about the 

action.”

without argument, is conceivable. He suggests that it is “the most complicated, and, in 
many ways, the most important. It is also Plantinga’s best candidate for basicality.”

in an inferential argument. He suggests that “if a person already believes in God they are 

t of speaking to people through the Scriptures.”
concludes: “The implication of this is that other beliefs a person has, even if they do not 
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the formation of that belief.”

question Plantinga’s v
basic way. He adds: “At the very least, an alternative, inferential way of understanding the 
process is possible, even preferable.” But I think Mascord’s view is not convincing. He 

6.3.5 Response to the Extended A/C Model of Christian Belief 

on 
the basis
Mascord disagrees again and seeks “to demonstrate that

category.”

the Warranted Trust Model which he claims is consistent with Plantinga’s overall theory 
of knowledge, but is at odds with Plantinga’s specific extended A/C model.

presents his critique of Plantinga’s approach in a number of steps

The Role of Inferences in the Formation of Christian Belief 
Mascord takes issue with Plantinga’s statement that

 

“according to the model, Christian 

Christian teaching on sin leaps to mind here), but they aren’t accepted 
n.”

based non-
basic

it has ‘a ring of truth’ about it, 

“I would argue that frequently influential in people’s acceptance of the 

inferential process.”

reading Plantinga’s account of the self

WCB
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The Use of Evidence in the New Testament 
Mascord proposes that the New Testament provides strong support for “the idea that 

ef.”
at odds with this way of thinking, referring to Plantinga’s view that “My Christian belief 
can have warrant, and warrant sufficient for knowledge, even if I don’t know of and cannot 

teach.”

WCB

outcome in order to be justified in their belief. Plantinga’s model shows that this is not 

Mascord refers to John’s gospel which contains many examples of the use of 

WCB
WCB
WCB

 

for people to believe. Jesus’ words regarding people who are blessed when they believ
n 20:29), should not be interpreted as if Thomas’ way of 

“faith is the evidence of things not seen.” As a result of the work of the Holy Spirit, and 

“acquires warrant, has what it takes to be knowledge.”
with the event of Thomas and explains Jesus’ words in John 20:29 as follows:

“From the present point of view, this is neither a general counsel 

hence they are indeed blessed.”

does not mention John’s words in 20:30

be taken into account when evaluating Plantinga’s model. 

. Plantinga’s model shows how 

Second, Mascord uses John’s gospel for making his point, but 

5), and 2) Jesus’ clear teaching that 

14). These points are essential elements in Plantinga’s 

WCB
WCB
WCB
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. Plantinga’s model shows how 

Second, Mascord uses John’s gospel for making his point, but 

5), and 2) Jesus’ clear teaching that 

14). These points are essential elements in Plantinga’s 

WCB
WCB
WCB
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clear when we look at Mascord’s proposal for his Warranted Trust Model.

6.3.6 Mascord’s Alternative: The Warranted Trust Model 

states that the NT writers “make their gospel appeal on the basis that they and their 
message can be trusted,” referring to John 19:3

trust

Mascord also states that “particularly, in a fallen world, reasons often need to be given to 
trust.”

WCB
WPF

 

“My own opinion is that the Holy Spirit is involved in all aspects of the 

Rather, he works through and by them.”

gate the evidence. People who don’t have these 

Mascord’s

These biblical data have contributed to Plantinga’s formulation of his extended A/C 

who in turn refers extensively to Calvin’s views.
Calvin’s Institutes.

Kooi states regarding this quote from Calvin: “This is knowledge which manifests itself 
without reasoning or argumentation.”

added: “There is good reason for the repeated mention of the “testimony of the Spirit,” a 

Als in een spiegel. God kennen volgens Calvijn en Barth
As in a Mirror – John Calvin and Karl Barth on 

Knowing God
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cleansing and sacrifice of Christ.”

 
Differences between Mascord’s WTM and Plantinga’s Extended A/C Model 

his WTM and Plantinga’s extended A/C model. These differences encompass his critical 
responses to Plantinga’s model. 

Mascord refers to Plantinga’s model as a ‘ ’

“Plantinga’s major reason for proposing his model of immediate, Holy Spirit 

is likely to end up with far too tentative a conclusion.”

My response is that Mascord seems to misunderstand Plantinga’s views o

his model “by ” Although his model 

“Plantinga effectively 

”

Ecumenical Creeds and Reformed Confessions

Ecumenical Creeds and Reformed Confessions

 

Mascord comes back to this issue later in his book when he mentions Plantinga’s 
WCB

outcome shows that the probability of the truth of the gospel “is at least high enough not 
le lot less likely than its denial.”

only

aims of the gospel. Plantinga’s 

his model a ‘testimonial model.’

are culpable for rejecting the evidence. Plantinga’s focus on the essential work of the Holy 

WCB
WCB

WCB, p. 279; I will come back to this matter, including Plantinga’s view on the historical 

WCB
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WCB
WCB
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the claims of the Christian gospel. Plantinga’s model would imply that in the absence of 

He rightly cites many examples from John’s gospel to show this. But this should bring 
Mascord full circle back to Plantinga’s model as this is precisely the reason for the work 

further consideration. Mascord’s work in drawing attention to the nature and role of 

6.4 Summary and Conclusions 
Mascord’s response can be summarised briefly

to Mascord’s response can be summarised as follows:

warrant dependent

WCB

 

Plantinga’s model avoids this as he argues

basic. Plantinga’s 

Another crucial point is that Plantinga’s model takes into account the effect of sin 

cord’s 

’s response
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CHAPTER 7  
Theological Responses to Plantinga’s A/C Model – 

James Beilby 

7.1 Introduction 
’s A/C model of warranted Christian belief has 

summary of Plantinga’s religious epistemology.
a volume addressing Plantinga’s evolutionary argument against naturalism,

Although Beilby expresses his strong appreciation of Plantinga’s work and shares 
his religious commitments, he has developed what he calls a ‘sympathetic critique’ of 
Plantinga’s religious epistemology.
in Plantinga’s A/C model of warranted Christian belief,

Plantinga’s theological minimalism.

He claims that Plantinga’s theological minimalism is the cause for what he sees as 

ely on ‘paradigmatic’ or ‘ideal’ 

Epistemology as Theology. An Evaluation of Alvin Plantinga’s Religious 
Epistemology

Beilby, J.K., ‘Plantinga’s Model of Warranted Christian Belief,’ in: D Alvin Plantinga

Beilby, J.K., ‘Contemporary Religious Epistemology: Some Key Aspects,’ in: D.A. Carson (ed.), The 
Enduring Authority of the Christian Scriptures 

Naturalism Defeated? Essays on Plantinga’s Evolutionary Argument Against 
Naturalism

Epistemology as Theology
Epistemology as Theology, vii, 104; Beilby, ‘Plantinga’s Model of Warranted Christian 

Belief,’ 125.
Epistemology as Theology, 135ff.; Beilby, ‘Plantinga’s Model of Warranted Christian 

Belief,’ 156.
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what he perceives as Plantinga’s rather negative appreciation of the role of arguments 

process
faculty the role of the believer’s innat
or native (Beilby’

The presence of these problems does not mean that Plantinga’s model needs a 

I will now discuss Beilby’s r

 
 
 
 
 

compensate Plantinga’s theological minima

7.2 Evaluation of the A/C Model of Warranted Christian Belief 
7.2.1 The Applicability of the Model: Paradigmatic versus Typical Believers 
Beilby’s Objection 
Beilby’s main objection is what he calls Plantinga’s focus on ‘paradigmatic’ or ‘ideal’ 

WCB
s that Plantinga talks about paradigmatic believers with “fully formed and well

Epistemology as Theology 203, 210; Beilby, ‘Plantinga’s Model of Warranted 
Christian Belief,’ 148.

Epistemology as Theology, 211; Beilby, ‘Plantinga’s Model of Warranted Christian Belief,’ 

Epistemology as Theology

 

developed faith.” Other examples are: “It is only in the pure and paradigmatic instances 
’ .’” and “for the person with faith (at least in the 

g.”

this concern in a more recent essay as follows: “Religious epistemology can and should 

percent of Christians.”

ore of his objection as follows: “The fact that the 

faith of typical believers undercuts one of Plantinga’s stated goals for his project: namely, 
odel ‘provides a good way for Christians to think about the 

’”

whether these conclusions are a valid interpretation of Plantinga’s 

Beilby states that this problem does not mean that Plantinga’s model is 

Warrant

An Illustration: The ‘Great Pumpkin Objection’ 
The ‘Great Pumpkin Objection’ refers to a specific objection made by people regarding 
Plantinga’s A/C model for warranted Christian belief. The objection is that “if belief in God

can be properly basic, then all bets are off, and anything goes.”

WCB
WCB
WCB
Beilby, ‘Contemporary Religious Epistemology: Some Key Aspects,’ 796; see also his comments 

Epistemology as Theology WCB
WCB RBG

Epistemology as Theology WCB
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WCB

to do is to give “a recommendation as to 

belief to have.”

“the most disturbing 
problem for Plantinga’s religious epistemology.”

Response to Beilby’s Objection 
The problem is that Beilby interprets Plantinga’s language of paradigmatic

to a limited number of believers. Although Plantinga’s language may give thi

‘ ’ ‘ ’
Strictly speaking, the phrase ‘paradigmatic faith’ does not necessarily include 

the notion of ‘ideal’ in the sense of ‘strong’ faith.
‘ ’

Epistemology as Theology 5; Beilby, ‘Plantinga’s Model of Warranted Christian 
Belief,’ 143

WCB
WCB

claim to have warrant as it fails to meet the necessary conditions; McNabb, ‘Warranted Religion: 
Answering Objections to Alvin Plantinga’s Epistemology.’

WCB
Epistemology as Theology, 131; Beilby, ‘Plantinga’s Model of Warranted Christian Belief,’ 

Epistemology as Theology WCB
Epistemology as Theology, 135; Beilby, ‘Plantinga’s Model of Warranted Christian Belief,’ 

WCB

 

sees ‘typical’ faith (interpreted as not necessarily strong) in opposition to ‘paradigmatic’ 

case of weak faith, the ‘success’ condition for warrant is met. What does ‘ ’
here? Is it the strength or the ‘quantity’ of the belief formed, or can it also refer to the
‘ ’

corded in Mark 9:24 “I believe; help my unbelief!” Does this man’s 

, the man’s request of Jesus for the healing of his son is granted. Without 
going further into the details of this topic, I think that Plantinga’s model does not have to 

object, and this may in turn even help to strengthen the belief. In this way, Plantinga’s goal 

Epistemology as Theology
Van der Kooi, ‘The Assurance of Faith: A Theme in Reformed Dogmatics in Light of 

Alvin Plantinga’s Epistemology,’ Neue Zeitschrift für Systematische Theologie und 
Religionsphilosophie

Beilby concludes that “his religious epistemology is applicable to more than just academics”; 
see Beilby, ‘Contemporary Religious Epistemology: Some Key Aspects,’ 830.
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7.2.2 The Variability of Belief Problem 

WCB

are “instances of belief in God that are not explained by the model, 
”

issue of ‘paradigmatic’ versus ‘typical’ cases of belief.

: “Regeneration heals the ravages of sin – embryonically in this life
with even greater fullness in the next.”
Plantinga’s claim that the cognitive aspect of faith can constitute a firm and certain 

 Plantinga defines the cognitive aspect of faith as “a firm and certain 
knowledge”

 

 

Epistemology as Theology
WCB

Epistemology as Theology
Epistemology as Theology WCB
Epistemology as Theology

 

de jure de facto
But Plantinga’s claim was that there are no such de jure

de facto

element to be added would be the role of the believer’s free will. He states: “If one allowed 

is explainable.”

variability

this be a matter of remaining sin? Beilby’s suggested approach leads to these questions

Beilby’s typical believers. Paradigmatic believers may have the resources to carry out 

little to alleviate it. This is why Plantinga’s model, emphasising that warranted belief is 
not dependent on arguments, is precisely of great value also to ‘typical’ or common 

Epistemology as Theology
Epistemology as Theology
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WCB
Knowledge and Christian Belief KCB

KCB WCB

believers as he states: “In typical cases, as opposed to paradigmatic cases, degree of belief 

cumstance.” He continues with his answer to this observation: “So what can be said is 

sometimes approached by some Christians part of the time.”

So far, I have analysed and evaluated Beilby’s claim that the Extended A/C Model 

first and most important one is Plantinga’s view on natural theology and the closely 

Beilby’s response.

7.2.3 Plantinga’s View on the Value and Role of Arguments 
Like others, Beilby recognises that much of Plantinga’s work has an explicitly apologetic 

. Plantinga’s position on this 

Plantinga’s work. Plantinga’s view that establishing the truth of beliefs 

KCB
KCB

Epistemology as Theology
Epistemology as Theology

 

proof

God’s existence can be form

Plantinga’s view on this question as 

He refers to Plantinga’s statement that “the most such an argument can 
accomplish is to show that Christian belief isn’t particularly improbable.”
refers to Plantinga’s view that demonstrating the truth of the Christian faith purely on the 
basis of publicly available evidence

: “Arguments can confirm and support belief reached in 

can reveal interesting and important connections.”
Knowledge and Christian Belief

“… they have warrant only if they are true; and while I think they 
don’t think it is possible to show, by way of arguments that commend 

arguments.)”

only be overcome by God’s gracious

Epistemology as Theology WCB
Epistemology as Theology, 24 referring to Plantinga’s paper published now as A. 

Plantinga, ‘Two Dozen (or so) Theistic Arguments,’ in: Baker, D Alvin Plantinga

Epistemology as Theology
Plantinga, ‘Internalism, Externalism, Defeaters, and Arguments for Christian Belief,’ 3
WCB 80 (my emphasis); see also Plantinga, ‘Rationality and Public Evidence’.
Plantinga, ‘Rationality and Public Evidence,’ 217.
KCB

Epistemology as Theology WCB
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Beilby’s main point of criticism is that Plantinga sets a very high – –

’s use of the term,

The second reason is that Plantinga follows Calvin in stating that faith is a ‘firm and 
’ 

proposition is true. He states that “if natural theology cannot provide epis
it can provide a degree of psychological certainty.”

according to Beilby. He concludes: “In summary, what I argue is

psychological certainty.” Looked at in this way, Plantinga’s conditions for good 

arguments based on (propositional) evidence. This leads to Beilby’s next point

7.2.4 Christian Belief Not Properly Basic? 

but this may not apply to typical believers. In the latter case, Beilby suggests that “the 

Epistemology as Theology
Epistemology as Theology, 129; Beilby, ‘Plantinga’s Model of Warranted Christian Belief,’ 

Epistemology as Theology
Epistemology as Theology 7; Beilby, ‘Plantinga’s Model of Warranted Christian 

Belief,’ 

 

instigation of the Holy Spirit.”

Beilby’s philosophical point is that, in contrast to what he thinks Plantinga seems 

therefore basic, belief of God’s forgiveness of sin, and this belief may therefor

My response is that Beilby’s description 

This does not become clear from Beilby’s discussion. I would argue that this example is 
not fundamentally different from Plantinga’s model

WCB God’s scheme of salvation and faith: “What is at issue, in faith, 
is

Epistemology as Theology 3; Beilby, ‘Plantinga’s Model of Warranted Christian 
Belief,’ 148.

Beilby, ‘Plantinga’s Model of Warranted Christian Belief,’ 148.
Epistemology as Theology
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me.”

Beilby’s theological argument.
Beilby’s theological reason 

“belief in God may cycle back and 
what might be called ‘developmental’ issues associated with faith.”

“Even if there is a final moment in which via the internal instigation of the 

conviction be completely divorced (epistemically speaking) from one’s 

uments and experiential grounds.”

someone’s Christian belief. Following Plantinga’s model, this would

is an objection against Plantinga’s model. I would offer the following points to support this 

WCB
Epistemology as Theology
Epistemology as Theology WCB
Epistemology as Theology WCB

See also Beilby, ‘Plantinga’s Model of Warranted Christian Belief,’ 150.

 

render one’s Christian belief
Second, something similar can be said about positive arguments supporting one’s 

personal

to me

Plantinga’s model. This personal aspect th

Third, we have to remember that Plantinga’s model essentially deals with the 
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basic. Plantinga’s argument is that theistic and Christian 

oncern over the properly basic nature of belief in Plantinga’s model is due to 

7.2.5 The IIHS and the Role of the Believer 
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Beilby’s objection is that the IIHS, because it is a process and not a faculty, may not 
He refers to Plantinga’s Warrant: The Current Debate

“process reliabilism is too permissive –
can fail to be warranted.”
the way Plantinga describes the process of the IIHS when he states that “a belief can have 

forming process of this special kind.”

“In other words, even if a part of humanity’s native noetic equipment, say 
sensus divinitatis, produced a belief which met Plantinga’s criterion for 

t isn’t obvious that beliefs produced by the internal testimony of 
not a part of humanity’s original 

equipment, would also be warranted.”

Beilby is not satisfied by Plantinga’s assertion that this process can be regar

that “Plantinga must make the deliverances of the internal testimony of the Holy Spirit 
in the relevant respects

lar situations.” But to specify what ‘the relevant 
respects’ are is a complex matter
is “that beliefs produced by the IIHS must be phenomenologically similar from the 

–
than seem to be produced apart from them.”

WCB
Beilby, ‘Plantinga’s Model of Warranted Christian Belief,’ 131 referring to WCB
WCB

Epistemology as Theology

Epistemology as Theology WCD
WCB Epistemology as Theology

Epistemology as Theology
Epistemology as Theology
Epistemology as Theology

 

model “could be developed with either an affirmation or a rejection of the Calvinist 
doctrine of ‘irresistible grace ’”

states: “Nevertheless, the image of the Holy Spirit’s ‘enabling us 
to see’ the truth of the great things of the gospel is a fruitful revision of how the cognitive 
process of the internal instigation of the Holy Spirit might function.”
‘seeing’ is the native cognitive faculty Beilby wants to involve. He suggests that the Holy 

He concludes that “The Holy Spirit might be the cause of the belief in question, but the 
means to the belief is found in the believer’s native cognitive faculties.”

What should we think of Beilby’s objection and his proposed solution? I want to 

the nature of the IIHS as a process, he describes this also as “a cognitive device

ways.” If this process is also a ‘device ’ what is the difference between a device and a 

native

As Plantinga’s model suggests, t

Epistemology as Theology WCB
Epistemology as Theology WCB

Epistemology as Theology
Epistemology as Theology
Epistemology as Theology
Epistemology as Theology, 201; Beilby, ‘Plantinga’s Model of Warranted Christian Belief,’ 

WCB
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sensus divinitatis

being enabled to ‘see’ the truth of the gospel. But what is this ‘seeing’ faculty? It obviously 

native

required. This can be compared with Plantinga’s desc

regarding which Plantinga’s model may be specified further. What is it precisely that the 

questions that should be addressed in my view. This could not only answer Beilby’s 
r clarify and strengthen Plantinga’s extended A/C model. I 

Beilby’s question regarding the reliability of the process of for

7.3 Conclusions and Proposed Revision of Plantinga’s Model 
, Beilby thinks that Plantinga’s model reflects a theological 

which in turn makes him doubt whether Plantinga’s aim to provide a good 

Epistemology as Theology
WCB

 

with Plantinga’s model.
critique on Plantinga’s model. A

 

Plantinga’s paradigmatic description. But this will benefit its applicability for 

typical faith, and 2) Plantinga’s model does not 

 

irresistible grace and the acceptance of free choice enabled by God’s prevenient 

questions above regarding Beilby’s suggestion that the inclusion of the free will of 

 The relationship between the IIHS and the believer’s native cognitive faculties 

“When we commit our lives to Christ, The Holy Spirit 
sensus divinitatis and our religious affections.”
“…the internal instigation of the Holy Spirit could 

either case, one’s native cognitive faculties do the work, but the Holy Sp
provides direction and focus.”

Beilby’s

Epistemology as Theology
Van der Kooi, ‘The Assurance of Faith: A Theme in Reformed 

Dogmatics in Light of Alvin Plantinga’s Epistemology.’
Epistemology as Theology
Epistemology as Theology
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Beilby’s

similar to Mascord’s view.

Beilby’s point regarding the consideration of evidences reflects his criticism 

arguments. I have argued above that Beilby’s cri
Plantinga’s model.

 

My conclusion: I don’t think Beilby’s assessment of Plantinga’s approach to 

it goes too far to say that they are Plantinga’s preferred, let alone his only option 

WCB

7.4 Overall Conclusions 

summarise my overall conclusions regarding Beilby’s response as follows

Plantinga’s work.
Beilby’s main 

Beilby, ‘Plantinga’s Model of Warranted Christian Belief,’ 137 referring to WCB

 

suggestions to deal with Plantinga’s alleged theological minimalism, however, appear to 

 

 

 

Können Christliche Glaubensüberzeugungen 
Wissen Sein? Der Beitrag Alvin Plantingas zur Bestimmung des Epistemischen Status von 
Christlichen Glaubensüberzeugungen
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CHAPTER 8  
Miscellaneous Theological Responses 

In this chapter I will discuss some miscellaneous responses to Plantinga’s A/C model. The 
a large number of short articles on Plantinga’s work

theological assessment of Plantinga’s A/C model. These articles usually address only one 
or two specific aspects of Plantinga’s work.

8.1 Moore1 

Plantinga’s book Warranted Christian Belief
Trinity and Truth

expressed in the title of Moore’s article: “Philosophy of Religion or Philosophical 
Theology?” His definition

“Thus, writing as a philosopher of religion, Plantinga’s 

Christianity’s critics and his commitment to Christian faith.”

de jure de facto
Moore. This is a similar point of critique as we found in case of Oliphint’s response to 

, ‘Philosophy of Religion or Philosophical Theology?’ International Journal of Systematic 
Theology

WCB Trinity and Truth
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In view of his main conclusion, Moore prefers Marshall’s approach over that of Plantinga 

described the work of Plantinga (and Marshall) in terms of ‘closing the epistemic circle’ 

misunderstanding of Plantinga’s work.
ugh Moore does refer to Plantinga’s own response to the challenge of 
he seems to have misunderstood Plantinga’s point. As Plantinga has shown, 

argument

WCB
second step in Moore’s argument is his allegation that Plantinga’s approach in 

that the reason for this lies in Plantinga’s view that the justification for beliefs is 

misunderstood Plantinga’s approach. Warrant is different from deontological 
de jure

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma: How Karl Barth and Alvin 
Plantinga Provide a Unified Response

WCB
WCB KCB

WCB
Moore, 326; he does refer to Plantinga’s discussion of what is known as the Great Pumpkin 

WCB

WCB

 

any Furthermore, Plantinga’s extended 

beliefs. The objection that Plantinga’s description of the phenomenology of belief 

A next element in Moore’s argument is that there is a strong emphasis on the 
Christian faith in Plantinga’s model. He remarks that there is 

Moore then notices that Plantinga’s 

de jure WCB
de jure

and Christian belief. According to Moore, “this has led to a distortion of theological 
epistemology.” Plantinga’s view on

“Everything really depends on the truth of Christian belief,”
Plantinga’s statement later in WCB

that Plantinga’s position with regard to the truth question is not ‘stable with regard to his 
’ ence Moore’s preference to turn 

WCB
WCB

WCB

WCB
WCB
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WCB
de jure

de jure

de facto

of Moore’s article is that his 
Plantinga’s A/C model is similar to Oliphint’s response regarding the

8.2 Dole18 

processes in Plantinga’s work and especially in his 

Warrant
cognitive faculty

WCB

cognitive 
process

Dole’s concern, however, is that beliefs formed by cognitive processes may satisfy 
Plantinga already noted Dole’s 

WCB The deepest motivation behind Dole’s response seems t

remedy this potential problem. What is Dole’s argument for his proposal?

WCB
Andrew Dole, ‘Cognitive Faculties, Cognitive Processes, and the Holy Spirit in Plantinga’s 

Warrant Series,’ Faith and Philosophy
Dole refers to several statements to this effect by Plantinga. See: Plantinga, ‘Respondeo,’ in: 

Warrant in Contemporary Epistemology; Essays in Honor of Plantinga’s Theory of 
Knowledge WCD WCB

Epistemology as Theology. An Evaluation 
of Alvin Plantinga’s Religious Epistemology

WCB

 

Dole’s first step is to suggest that a cognitive faculty is just one exampl

: “a faculty of forming correct 

– albeit a faculty which remained unknown until activated.”

These examples did convince Dole, however, that Plantinga’s approach runs the 

WPF
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“it would have to exhibit the relevant features as well as satisfy the core criterion.”

faculties other than those set out in Plantinga’s general requirements for warrant.

This alternative approach involves “a readjustment of the central paradigm of 

using another essay by Plantinga on ‘Divine Knowledge ’

who knew how to do this. This does not apply to God’s knowledge. 
As he states: “An important difference between God and us is that our knowledge 

oses knowledge on the part of someone else; his does not.”
concludes that “God’s beliefs don’t have to satisfy any criteria to count as items of 

imaginable defects in the area of credentials.” He states that God’s knowledge is the 

dependent on God’s knowledge, and has its credentials in so far as the criteria 

items of God’s own knowledge, but they will be more 

quoting Dole’s conclusion in full as it gives rise to several comments regarding Plantinga’s 

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma: How Karl Barth and Alvin Plantinga Provide a Unified 
Response

Plantinga, ‘Divine Knowledge,’ Christian Perspectives on 
Religious Knowledge

Plantinga, ‘Divine Knowledge,’ 57.

 

“In human

–
our

–

in general.”

In a particular way, Dole’s view is compatible with Plantinga’s

–
–

(and cognitive faculty). It is worth noting that this last aspect of Dole’s approach would 
uel to the criticism by several other authors that Plantinga’s emphasis on 

Having said this, there is a hint of the role of the believer in Dole’s reference to 

Dole’s paper therefore identifies two points for further discussion of Plantinga’s 

8.3 Le Morvan and Radcliffe36 
These authors are sympathetic to Plantinga’s aim of defen

Plantinga’s statement that “If there are no good philosophical objections to the model, 

to be a successful objection to the truth of Christian belief.”

WCB

Morvan and D. Radcliffe, ‘Plantinga on Warranted Christian Belief,’ Heythorp Journal

WCB
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: “If Christian belief is true, then very likely it does have warrant 
– then in some other similar way.”

Plantinga’s model provides an incoherent account of the formation of Christian belief. 
They object to describing an ‘activity’ (in this c
(cognitive) ‘mechanism ’ They think “Plantinga is wrong to treat ‘cognitive process’ and 
‘belief producing mechanism’ as more or less synonymous descriptions of the activity of 

ian belief.” And: “The Holy Spirit acts as a Person, not 
as mechanism.”

fully compatible with Plantinga’s A/C model. I fail to see why this is incoherent.

though they can also have important differences. What matters in case of Plantinga’s 

involved such as ‘cognitive faculty ’ ‘cognitive process ’ ‘mechanism ’ and the role of any 

WCB

WCB, 284: “…the internal instigation of the Holy Spirit 
… is a cognitive process or belief
faith…”

 

Their second, related objection is stated as follows: “Even if the extended A/C 
model’s account of the formation of Christian belief were 
inconsistent with an important implication of Christian belief.”

this “entails the claim 
that the Holy Spirit performs this activity as a part of the person’s cognitive system and 
so as a part of the person herself.”

My response is that Plantinga’s way of speaking about the work of the Holy Spirit 

compatible with Plantinga’s description in his (extended) A/C model.
“Plantinga’s model fails to 

that, and how, Christian belief ‘can perfectly well have warrant ’” As I have indicated 

de jure de facto
e Christian faith. They summarise a lengthy argument as follows: “In short, whether 

truth and is therefore probably false.”
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in question. As far as I understand Plantinga’s work, the whole

8.4 Anderson45 

of the Trinity and the Incarnation. He applies Plantinga’s concept of warranted belief to 

Anderson presents Plantinga’s concept of warranted Christian belief and the A/C 
. Anderson’s work 

offers an interesting application of Plantinga’s work, but it does not primarily seek to 

in Plantinga’s model to which Anderson does respond 

Paradox in Christian Theology

Paradox in Christian Theology
Paradox in Christian Theology

 

8.5 Klein49 
Thomas Klein’s study addresses what he sees as the two main issues with 

Plantinga’s A/C model. The first is the point that the model states that Christian belief, if 
true

seems to me to be in line with Plantinga’s work. Klein suggests, however, that this implies 
processes

processes

Klein’s response to the second issue
by noting that Plantinga’s concept of warranted Christian belief with its externalistic 

Können Christliche Glaubensüberzeugungen Wissen Sein? Der Beitrag Alvin Plantingas 
zur Bestimmung des Epistemischen Status von Christlichen Glaubensüberzeugungen
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true

seems to me to be in line with Plantinga’s work. Klein suggests, however, that this implies 
processes

processes

Klein’s response to the second issue
by noting that Plantinga’s concept of warranted Christian belief with its externalistic 

Können Christliche Glaubensüberzeugungen Wissen Sein? Der Beitrag Alvin Plantingas 
zur Bestimmung des Epistemischen Status von Christlichen Glaubensüberzeugungen
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According to Klein, a warranted belief must also be consistent with one’s overall noetic 

evidential arguments including God’s self
Although Klein in many ways appreciates Plantinga’s work, he think

In Klein’s proposed foundherentist approach

Since Klein’s views on this matter

8.6 King55 
The author makes a case for describing the human knowledge of God as the result of God’s 

Knowledge of God Implies Divine Self-Testimony 

testimony, “the best way to model knowledge of 

perceptual models of knowledge, such as the prominent model defended by Plantinga.”
s that Plantinga’s model for knowledge of God is based on the analogy with 

WCB
, ‘Divine Self Testimony and the Knowledge of God,’ International Journal for Philosophy 

of Religion

See also Oliphint’s response (see Chapter 4).

 

Before going into more detail about the author’s arguments for this claim, we can 
already see that this claim does not do justice to Plantinga’s 

hapter 2 that the role of testimony in Plantinga’s A/C 

exclusive

rom Plantinga illustrates this: “In 
sensus divinitatis a priori belief.”

Differences Between Perception and Memory Beliefs, and Beliefs Based on Testimony 

the confirmation of testimony.” : “It does not seem, in short, that I have some 

testimonial claims are true.”

memory by definition ‘speak the truth ’ and that we have some sort of cognitive faculty to 

WCB
WPF
WCB
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concludes the following about testimony. “So a belief on the part of the testifiee has 
warrant only if that belief has warrant for the testifier.”

: “Testimony or credulity, 

and civilization.”

testimony that there are “two ways 
pistemic republic.” First

with your own eyes. As Plantinga concludes: “Testimonial evidence is indeed evidence; it 
is not always the evidence of choice.”

Application to Knowledge of God 

WPF
WPF
WPF

 

. The causal chain “does not entail that the testifier was being 
truthful.”

Plantinga’s work is an example of the latter approach

which is obviously true in case of belief in God. This implies that despite the author’s claim 

King’s argument simply ends in the debate about whether or not there is sufficient 
ndermine King’s argument for 

main reason for Plantinga’s project comes into view: he 

belief in God even in the absence of evidence. Plantinga’s A/C model and its extended 

that this is Plantinga’s r
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Moreover, although Plantinga’s model shows that evidential arguments are not required 

Concluding Summary 

– –

antinga’s (extended) A/C model.

8.7 Brinks68 
Brinks’ article

argues that Plantinga’s 

Plantinga’s objection is the

Brinks, C.L., ‘On Nail Scissors and Toothbrushes: Responding to the Philosophers’ Critiques of 
icism,’ Religious Studies

WCB
Bartholomew, ‘Warranted Biblical Interpretation,’ and G

storical Biblical Criticism?’

WCB, 386; see also Plantinga’s response to Batholomew and Gordon: Plantinga, ‘Reason and 
’

 

as he argues that Plantinga’s view still results in an unnecessary dim view 

aspect is “marginalized in favour of the ways of discovering insights into the th
God.”

His first point is that Plantinga’s approach 

‘ ’

is that Plantinga’s 

: “To pit ‘divine intention’ against ‘human intention’ in alleged cases of non
overlap and to regard the one as worth the Christian’s time and the other as dispensable 

self through those humans.” I doubt if Brinks’ deduction of this point from Plantinga’s 
WCB

divine communication is informed by Wolterstorff’s book Divine Discourse

WCB
Plantinga, ‘Reason and Scripture Scholarship’ 94

WCB Divine Dscourse: Philosophical Reflections on the Claim 
that God Speaks 
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on of Plantinga’s approach.
“predilection for viewing the Bible as a ‘unified communication from God’ (Plantinga 
(2000), 399) over viewing it as a set of separate texts.”

He states that “it is in the very variety of separate biblical texts that God’s unified 
communication is manifest.”

given Plantinga’s 
reference to Wolterstorff’s work as mentioned above. In addition, in the passage of WCB

mentions that practitioners of HBC “tend to reject the idea that Old Testament passage
can be properly understood as making reference to Jesus Christ or to events in his life…”

Considering Brinks’ response as a whole, it has to be admitted that Plantinga has 

purpose of Plantinga’
belief and his extended A/C model, he needed to show how the Bible is God’s 

to think about the implications of Plantinga’s 

One example is Wolterstorff’s description and explanation of how these two aspects relate 

8.8 Papers on the Question of Religious Pluralism 

WCB
T.H. McCall, ‘Religious Epistemology, Theological Interpretation of Scripture, and Critical 

holarship,’ in: J.K. Hoffmeier and D.R. Magary (eds.), Do Historical Matters Matter to 
Faith?

 

8.8.1 Grube 

experience. His critique includes Plantinga’s broader f

As he states: “Rather 
legitimated with the entire network of beliefs that are relevant in a given case.”

that such isolation would be wrong. Having said this, however, I think that Plantinga’s 

M., ‘Religious Experience After the Demise of foundationalism,’ Religious Studies

Grube, ‘Religious Experience After the Demise of foundationalism,’ 48
WCB
Grube, ‘Religious Experience After the Demise of foundationalism,’ 51
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Grube’s approach, switching from one belief system to th
minor adjustment of the balance of one’s noetic system, but a much more drastic and 

human feelings to Plantinga’s approach. In my view, this is what Plantinga has captured 

overview of Plantinga’s A/C model).

8.8.2 Willard 
ith Plantinga’s 

Plantinga’s externalistic theory of 

internalist criterion. He expresses this criterion as follows: “One who holds a given belief 

that p can be shown to be more likely to be true than its rivals.”

cannot see how this conflicts with Plantinga’s theory of warrant.

addresses Plantinga’s views on this topic. Kim confirms Plantinga’s conclusion that the 

Smith has raised similar questions for holistic coherentism; Smith, ‘Non
Epistemologies and the Truth of Scripture,’ 842

M., ‘Alvin Plantinga’s Apologie des Glaubens,’ Theologische Literaturzeiting

WCB
Willard, ‘Plantinga’s Epistemology of Religious Belief and the Problem of Religious Diversity,’ 

Heythorp Journal

Reformed Epistemology and the Problem of Religious Diversity

 

8.8.3 Scott 

belief. His Great Pumpkin story ends, however, with the following phrase: “Each 

try harder next year.”

true

8.8.4 Wiertz 

that this God “has an unusual and hitherto undetected interest in 
pumpkins.” Plantinga concludes that: “It isn’t true, therefore, that just any bizarre belief 
has the property of being warranted if true.”

Scott, ‘Return of the Great Pumpkin,’ Religious Studies
PhD thesis, University of Edinburgh, ‘

belief,’ 
WCB

Scott, ‘Return of the Great Pumpkin,’ 302.
Wiertz, ‘Is Plantinga’s A/C Model an Example of Ideologically Tainted Philosophy.’
Plantinga, ‘Replies to my Commentators’ 248;
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in line with Plantinga’s views.

 

CHAPTER 9  
Summary of the Theological Responses 

9.1 Introduction 

to Plantinga’s A/C model of warranted Christian belief in order to 

tinga’s A/C model. T

9.2 Overview of Responses to Plantinga’s A/C Model 

The main concern appears to be the need perceived to address the truth question of 
the Christian faith, given that Plantinga used this question only as a condition and 
assumption in his model. This leads critics to question Plantinga’s treatment of the role of 
arguments based on evidence and testimony, and in many cases to a call to give such 
arguments a more prominent place. This approach, however, inevitably questions the 
properly basic nature of theistic and Christian belief and the way it can have warrant. 
This in turn raises the question whether the formation and maintenance of these beliefs is 
described adequately by the basic and extended A/C model. This also involves issues 
concerning the role of the believer and of the church, and the question regarding the 
strength or assurance of faith. 

9.2.1 The Truth Question 

de jure

as on the one hand appreciation for Plantinga’s contribution to negative apologetics, and 

right critique of Plantinga’s work for not using the 
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this subject, and therefore sees Barth’s emphasis on God’s revelation as the source of truth 
ary to Plantinga’s model.

attention in Plantinga’s work for positive apologetics and a call for the use of arguments 

WCB

“There is, however, a monumental issue which Plantinga does not discuss, 

do have warrant (in Plantinga’s sense).

are true.”

to Plantinga’s book Warranted Christian Belief

this point the ‘Inadequacy Thesis ’ which he defin

“The claim that the Reformed Epistemologist’s contention that belief in God 

likely
in fact rranted.”

Plantinga’s model, and this still seems to be the case for the responses published since 

Baker’s inadequacy thesis. A particularly important one is the point made by several 

Swinburne, ‘Plantinga on Warrant’ Religious Studies
Baker, ‘Plantinga’s Reformed Epistemology: What’s the Question?’ International Journal for 

Philosophy of Religion
Baker, ‘Plantinga’s Reformed Epistemology: What’s the Question?’

WCB
‘The Deliverances of Warranted Christian Belief,’ 11

‘Plantinga’s Reformed Epistemology: What’s 
the Question?’ Epistemology as Theology

 

objection (and its ‘son’). Plantinga’s response to this objection has not taken away the 

WCB

“Plantinga’s approach is well respected among many philosophers, but it is 
‘ ’ –

Plantinga’s arguments are correct, it is reasonable for him to claim belief in 
But it says nothing whatsoever 

about ‘epistemic obligation’ –
God, indeed such and such a God, too.”

Warranted Christian Belief
Knowledge and Christian Belief

9.2.2 The Role of Arguments and Proper Basicality 

case, this leads to a criticism of Plantinga’s epistemological approach. These authors (Van 

‘Plantinga’s Model of Warranted Christian Belief,’ Encountering 
Religious Pluralism

WCB
The Gagging of God Epistemology as 

Theology
WCB KCB
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WCB

9.2.3 The Description of the A/C Model 

sensus divinitatis

9.2.4 The Role of the Believer and the Church 

Plantinga, ‘Rationality and Public Evidence: A Reply to Swinburne,’ 217; see also KCB
WCB

 

WCB

Mascord, Moore). One reason for this is that it could present a challenge to Plantinga’s 

9.2.5 The Strength and Assurance of Faith 

on Beilby’s response, but something m

9.3 Topics for Further Discussion in Part III 

The Relationship of the A/C Model to the Truth Question and the Use of Arguments
The first topic is the relationship of Plantinga’s model to the

repeat Swinburne’s comment) and one of maximal importance as Plantinga mentioned at 
WCB

at least not sufficiently, it is my opinion that Plantinga’s model is important as it has 

 

Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue.
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conjunction with Plantinga’s model? 

the core elements of Plantinga’s model and still gives a place and role to the use of 

Definition of Key Terms 
The issue of Plantinga’s use of the term cognitive process cognitive faculty

The Definition of the A/C Model: a) The Basic A/C Model of Theistic Belief 

 

 

The Definition of the A/C Model: b) The Extended A/C Model of Christian Belief 

 

 
 

 

 

PART III  
—  

Theological Reflection and Application 
to Christian Apologetics 
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PART III  
—  

Theological Reflection and Application 
to Christian Apologetics 



 

CHAPTER 10  
The Relationship of Plantinga’s A/C Model of 

Warranted Christian Belief to the Truth Question 
and the Role of Arguments 

10.1 Introduction 
Plantinga’s specific approach regarding the relationship of his A/C model for warranted 

My approach will be to analyse Plantinga’s views on this matter

10.2 Plantinga’s View 
Plantinga’s : “if Christian belief is true, then it is rational warranted
for most who believe it.”

de jure
de facto

de facto
 

Plantinga’s A/C model. This model implies th

on the core of Plantinga’s concept of 

See Chapter 2 for a brief summary in the context of Plantinga’s overall concept of warranted 

WCB
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10.2.1 The Role of Arguments 

’s review of WCB: “On the 

eresting and important connections.”

have noticed that Plantinga’s contribution to 

those who don’t already believe, as well as for believers.
the first category, he says: “Only God bestows saving faith, of course, but his way of doing 

on.”

WCB
Plantinga, ‘Rationality and Public Evidence,’ 217; see also his ‘Int

,’ 385.

WCB
Plantinga, ‘Christian Philosophy at the End of the 20 Century,’ 338
Plantinga, ‘Christian Philosophy at the End of the 20 Century,’ 340
Plantinga, ‘Christian Philosophy at the End of the 20 Century,’ 3

 

“Then perhaps good theistic arguments could play the role of confirming 

boundary separating knowledge from mere true belief…”

WCB
belief: “Christian belief in the typical case is not the conclusion of an argument (which is 
not to say arguments cannot play an important role in its acceptance)…”

10.2.2 The Quality of Arguments 

arguments for God’s existence although proof

KCB ‘ ’ (as 

“…they have warrant only if they are true; and while 
don’t think it is possible to show, by way of arguments that commend 

arguments.)”

‘Two Dozen (or so) Theistic Arguments ’ WCB
WCB
WCB
WCB
See Plantinga’s paper ‘Two Dozen (or so) Theistic Arguments’ which has in the past circulated 

En dus bestaat 
KCB
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WCB

Plantinga’s view has triggered the critical responses as dis
Although some misunderstanding is involved, some elements in Plantinga’s discussion of 

and important points in Plantinga’s work.

 

 

 

10.3 Arguments Not Necessary? 
necessary

all kind of believers

little or no attention in the responses to Plantinga’s work.

Warranted Christian Belief
shall argue that Christians can be justified, “even if they don’t hold their beliefs on the 
basis of arguments or evidence, even if they aren’t aware of any good arguments fo
beliefs, and even if, indeed, there aren’t any.”

WCB
WCB
WCB
WCB
WCB KCB

The Enduring Authority of the Christian Scriptures

 

details of exegesis, or have digested Barth’s Church Dogmatics
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his A/C model was to show how it can be that Christians holding their belief are “not just 

Dawkins).”
model shows “how the Christian b –
‘ignorant fundamentalists’ or benighted medievals but for informed and educated twenty

elief since the Enlightenment.”

–

Looked at in this way, Plantinga’s approach is another articulation of what is often claimed 

of Plantinga’s A/C model of warranted Christian 

the statement that she was saved by the letter ‘m’; Paul does not say ‘not any,’ but ‘not many’! 
The Cross and Christian Ministry
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warrant
someone’s Christian belief becomes dependent on access 

especially in view of the objection that Plantinga’s 

important issues in connection with their effectiveness as he stated: “My Christ
can have warrant, and warrant sufficient for knowledge, even if I don’t know of and cannot 

teach.”

10.4 Arguments Not Effective? The Historical Case for the 
Christian Faith 

Warranted Christian Belief

WCB

“To show that these models are true, therefore, would also be to show that 
theism and Christianity are true; and I don’t know how to do somethin
could sensibly call ‘showing’ that either of these is true. I believe there are a 

truth.”

Alvin Plantinga and Christian Apologetics

WCB
WCB
WCB

 

case for the truth of Christian belief “could be at most a case for the probability that these 
teachings are true.”

Before considering this outcome, it is important first to present Plantinga’s own 
clusions. Regarding the exercise itself he states: “Now of 

many kinds here.”

“our reasoning, even if vague, woul

consequent probabilities would be.”

‘ ’

“When we do this in the present case, in our attempt to estimate the power 
G, an argument that doesn’t rely on faith or any 

WCB
WCB
WCB
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higher probabilities, the result won’t change much. The conclusion to be 

we know by faith or revelation), isn’t anywhere 

’I don’t know whether G is 
’”

outcome of Plantinga’s probabilis

that the “probability is at least high enough not to be a whole lot less likely than its 
denial.”

WCB
Plantinga, ‘Internalism, ’ 398

Alvin Plantinga and Christian Apologetics
WCB

 

Plantinga’s conclusion on the basis of this exercise that 

for the truth of the gospel in the sense in which we use the words ‘show’ and 
‘demonstrate’ in mathematics, but this does not mean that

is that Plantinga’s main purpose at this stage was to show the need for 

‘Dwindling Probability.’

KCB
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10.5 Arguments Not Effective: Overcoming Sinful Resistance 

beings are fallen in sin and demonstrate an active resistance to accepting God’s message 

Plantinga says: “In this context, that fact is of great importance: without some 
rd, we wouldn’t believe.”

The noetic effect of sin can only be overcome by God’s 
points to faith as a special gift “that 

requires supernatural and extraordinary activity on the part of God.”

Mascord uses John’s gospel for making his point 

25), and 2) Jesus’ 

Paul insists that “no one can say 
‘ ’ ”

Plantinga’s extended A/C model

WCB, 269; the fact is the fact that ‘we are sunk in sin”; Plantinga refers to 1 Cor 1:23, 2:14.
WCB

WCB
Plantinga, ‘Replies to my Commentators,’ 240, 246.

 

10.6 How Can Arguments Have a Positive Role? 

belief as he says: “Nevertheless such historical evi
several different dimensions and I applaud it.”

Diller’s 

Diller proposes that arguments “can still serve a vital function ” even when one 

“the testimony of 

–

by the Spirit is realised.”
considerations, Diller proposes “that arguments can be understood to function as warrant 

an belief.”

independent of the sovereign action of God, but function “within the realm of supernatural 
revelation and not independent from it.”

r’s approach is in my view valid and helpful. It is coherent with the key 
elements of Plantinga’s extended A/C model comprising the work of the
‘Internal I ’

Diller’s suggestion can be developed further.

Plantinga, ‘Internalism, ’ 385.
Diller, K.S., ‘Can arguments boost warrant for Christian belief? Wa

primacy of divine revelation.’ Religious Studies
Diller, ‘Can arguments boost warrant for Christian belief?’ 185, 190.
Diller, ‘Can arguments boost warrant for Christian belief?’ 195 (emphasis Diller).
Diller, ‘Can arguments boost warrant for Christian belief?’ 195.

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
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10.6.1 The Use of Arguments in Scripture 

as the testimony to God’s revelation. The climax 

phasises the same role of testimony to God’s revelation in Christ.
sent his Son into this world. The Word, God’s ultimate self
lived and spoke God’s words and confirmed them by miracles. He suffered, died on the 

we get the ‘you’ or ‘they’ and the ‘we’ or ‘they.’

end of John’s gospel in 20:24

15). This is the reason for John’s concluding stat

line of thought in the New Testament which focuses on God’s 

WCB

 

consistency of God’s revelation in redemptive history with the events of Jesus Christ and 

prophecies regarding God’s plan in sending the Messiah have been fulfilled, thereby 

primary author of Scripture who ‘carried along’ the human authors. The message appears 

consistency of God’s revelation 

10.6.2 Truth and Warrant of the Christian Faith Both Referred to in Scripture 
both

Christian Apologetics as Cross-
Cultural Dialogue

‘Non
Epistemologies and the Truth of Scripture,’ 

The Gagging of God The Drama of Doctrine Christian 
Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue
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speech when he explains “that the Christ must suffer and that, by being the first to rise 
from the dead, he would proclaim light both to our people and to the Gentiles” (v 23). At 

out of his mind. Paul’s 
answer is crucial. He says: “I am not out of my mind, most excellent Festus, but I am 

true and rational words” (v 25; my emphasis; ESV translation). I would propose 
can relate the word ‘rational’ in this text to Plantinga’s concept of warranted true 

sōphrosunē ‘ ’
being in one’s right mind We can relate this to Plantinga’s 

Paul’s belief has been formed in his mind, and he claims 

phronēma
dianoia

work of the Spirit upon their hearts and minds. An example is Paul’s expression in 
dianoia

sōphrosunē

conclude that Plantinga’s

ing what is true as he states: “And we know that the Son of God 
understanding (dianoia) true

true true God and eternal life” 

where the following phrase occurs: “these words are trustworthy and true” (21:5; 22:6). 
In this case the word used in addition to ‘true’ is ‘trustworthy’ (Greek: pistos

such that they can be trusted. This can be related to Plantinga’s 
–

 

“Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, 

elenchos : “By faith –
– evident

(i.e. acquires warrant, has what it takes to be knowledge).”

and

to know him. In the terminology of Plantinga’s model, this means that God has given 

have to view Plantinga’s model in its basic and extended version as one integrated

10.7 The Role of Testimony 

this chapter by considering Plantinga’s views of the 

WPF

O’Brien, The Letter to the Hebrews
WCB

WCB
WPF
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as testimony. As he states: “The testifiee’s belief has warrant 
only if the testifier’s belief does.”

‘ ’

of accepting a testimony to this event). Plantinga’s conclusion is that “testimonial 
evidence is indeed evidence; it is not always the evidence of choice.”

says: “In general, I shall be arguing in this book that the gospel texts are much closer to 

commonly envisaged in current scholarship.”
In Bauckham’s words, a

“Testimony offers us, I wish to suggest, both a reputable historiographic 

WPF
WPF
WPF

Jesus and the Eyewitnesses
Jesus and the Eyewitnesses

 

e disclosure of God in the history of Jesus.”

23 (Paul’s testimony and that of the prophets and Moses).

and has ascended to heaven, so that we can now “k
d Christ” (Acts 2:33

promised by Jesus and has come to teach Jesus’ disciples all things and 

In Plantinga’s terminology we can say 

Jesus and the Eyewitnesses
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10.8 Conclusions 

and

de jure de facto

Plantinga’s approach is important and necessary, but so is the approach addressing the 

KCB Plantinga, A., ‘Historical Arguments and Dwindling 
Probabilities,’ 19

‘Contemporary Religious 
mology: Some Key Aspects,’

Epistemology as Theology, 31 referring to Clark, ‘Introduction: The Literature of 
Confession,’ 10.

 

CHAPTER 11  
Definition of Some Key Terms 

11.1 Introduction: A Cognitive Faculty or a Cognitive Process? 
Before discussing the theological aspects of Plantinga’s basic and extended/C model

process
faculty, thus apparently ruling out the role of the believer’s 

‘ ’
he also uses other words such as ‘instrument’ and ‘agency.’
“a cognitive device
in regular ways.”
cognitive process and a cognitive faculty? And suppose that this process is a ‘device’ but 
not a ‘faculty ’ what then is the difference between a device and a faculty?

The discussion of Plantinga’s model and the responses to his work would be helped 

11.2 A Proposed Definition of the Key Terms 
‘ ’

Peels: “By a ‘cognitive faculty’ I mean a mental mechanism which has a certain input –

WCB
WCB
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–
beliefs, disbeliefs or withholdings of both belief and disbelief.”

theistic belief, for example, we may receive the ‘input’ of the observation of grandeur of a 

‘ ’

‘ ’ ‘ ’

11.3 Why Did Plantinga Use the Word ‘Process?’ 
‘ ’

‘ ’

Rik Peels, ‘Sin and Human Cognition of God,’ 395.

 

‘ ’

to give us this faith. This is why Plantinga states: “These beliefs don’t come just by way of 
the normal operation of our natural faculties; they are a supernatural gift.”

great things of the gospel “…come instead by way of the work of the Holy Spirit, who gets 
us to accept, causes us to believe, these great truths of the gospel.”

Plantinga’s statement mentioned above seems 

11.4 Conclusions 

‘ ’ sensus divinitatis ‘
’

WCB
WCB
WCB
See also De Ridder and Van Woudenberg, ‘Referring to, Believing in, and Worshipping the S

God: a Reformed View,’ 50 Paradox in Christian Theology

Christelijke Dogmatiek
Paradox in Christian Theology
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The use of the word ‘process’ serves to underline the dynamic aspect of the 

n for Plantinga’s use of the word ‘process ’ together 
‘ ’ ‘

’ to any case of belief formation, does not in any way affect Plantinga’s argument 

 

CHAPTER 12  
The Basic A/C Model: Theistic Belief and the 

Sensus Divinitatis 

12.1 Introduction 

sensus 
divinitatis

– –

in Plantinga’s discussion, but should be made more explicit as it is another important 
point in Paul’s wider argument in Romans 1 inga’s 

12.2 What is the Deliverable of the Sensus Divinitatis? 

sensus

WCB
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What can we learn from Paul’s words in Romans 1:18

knowledge about God given by God. He writes in verse 19: “What can be known about God 
is plain to them, because God has shown it to them.” In verse 20 he speaks about 
of God that “have been clearly perceived.” And in the next verse, he starts his sentence 
with “For although they knew God…” The fact that given the presence of sin, people 

does not exclude that first some knowledge of God was realised in people’s minds.

God’s invisible attributes, namely his 

texts in the New Testament mention that Gentiles, who only have God’s revelation in 

an awareness of a powerful, divine being would be compatible with Barth’s views 
Calvin’s views on 

12.3 How Do People Acquire this Knowledge? 
that “God has shown it to them” ( 1:19). It is God’s initiative to make this

WCB Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma, 143; Plasger, ‘Does Calvin Teach a 
Sensus Divinitatis?’

Institutes I, iii, 1, 43ff; Plantinga, ‘Replies to my Commentators,’ 254
er to the deliverable of the SD as ‘knowledge of God,’ but 

 

This also includes God’s continuing involvement with his creation

which also applies to Plantinga’s model
God’s initiative to reveal these 

12.3.1 Is a Cognitive Faculty Involved? 

I have already answered this in response to Oliphint’s objection. Briefly, we can say that 

n of God’s revelation in creation
Paul’s language using words translated as ‘plain to them ’ ‘clearly 

’ ‘understood ’ or ‘manifest ’ suggest 

text. Verse 21 states that a consequence of sin is that people “became futile in their 
thinking,” and t

things that God has made. God’s creation triggers this cognitive faculty. This produces 

12.3.2 What Is This Cognitive Faculty and How Does It Operate? 

– –

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
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12.3.3 What Do Sinful People Do with this Knowledge? 
21 in the wider context of Paul’s argument, this 

According to Plantinga’s description, 

text as ‘suppression of the truth’ (v18), and what he refers to as becoming ‘futile in their 
thinking’ (v21). The wrong beliefs are referred to by Paul as the exchange of ‘the glory of 

things’ (v23), and the exchange of
the cognitive faculty is no longer aimed at the formation of true belief. The ‘darkening of 
their foolish hearts’ (v21) can be related to Plantinga’s environmental condition for the 

12.3.4 Can There Still Be Some Knowledge Left? 

WCB

 

Paul’s comments about other gods in his speech in Athens (see Acts 17:22

The awareness that a powerful divine being exists is a manifestation of this theistic 
belief, even though people form completely wrong and misguided ideas about who this being 
is. Such belief is true and may have warrant, even though people suppress this belief and/or 
use it in a completely wrong and misguided way by replacing it with some form of idolatry. 

Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue
WCB, 210; see also Rik Peels, ‘Sin and Human Cognition of God.’

The Christian Faith ‘Referring to, 
Believing in, and Worshipping the Same God: a Reformed View.’

WCB
Rik Peels reaches a similar conclusion; see Peels, ‘Sin and Human Cognition of God.’
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of what happens in people’s lives.

12.4 Warranted Moral Belief 

and wrong. This shows that ‘the work of the law is written on their hearts ’ This confirms 

to use Plantinga’s words (borrowed from 

following Paul’s statements in 

law law
–

–

God’s moral standards and reflects God’s righteous character. As it has been 

 

ession of God’s moral law
n against God’s moral 

27) and contrary to God’s decree (

covered by Plantinga’s extended A/C model which includes both 

12.5 Conclusions 
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an even larger ‘excursion into theology’ (as Plantinga 

13.2 Faith, the Work of the Holy Spirit, and Union with Christ 

happen “in 
ways.” “The wind 

orn of the Spirit.” The radically different 

‘ ’

We should recognise that Plantinga’s model 
–

fides qua –

13.2.1 What Is the Change Involved in the Formation of Christian Belief? 

KCB

WCB

 

ordo salutis

discussion of Plantinga’s model, I ordo 
salutis

“To sum up, the Holy Spirit is the bond by which Christ effectually unites us to himself.”
The Holy Spirit

“The central role of the Spirit is to reveal Christ and to unite us to him and 

ament, so to sustain us ‘in Christ’ (an expression which, with 
its variants, Paul uses around 160 times) is the heart and soul of the Spirit’s 

Spirit’s ministry should be that of unity with Christ.”

1:9 “God is 
faithful, by whom you were called into the fellowship of his Son, Jesus Christ our Lord,” 

13.2.2 Union with Christ 
The expression ‘united to Christ’ needs further clarification. What does it mean 
human person is ‘united’ to Christ? The Scripture passages mentioned above show many 

The Holy Spirit. In Biblical teaching, through the centuries and Today

Christelijke Dogmatiek
Institutes

The Holy Spirit
The Holy Spirit

Christelijke Dogmatiek
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’s ultimate self

This second way refers to Christ’s perfect obedience to God and to his atoning 

ground of our knowledge is secured for us in Jesus Christ who stands “in our place to e

perfect human knowledge of God.”

can talk about “being in Christ.”

This union brings us the whole range of blessings we have ‘in Christ’ (see for 
14) as Ferguson states: “New covenant union with God is specifically a 

s.” And again: “…the work of the Spirit is essentially a ministry of uniting us to 
Christ, and then unfolding to us and in us the riches of God’s grace which we inherit in 
Christ.” “In the prism of 

”

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
Being in Christ Leven in Christus.

The Holy Spirit
The Holy Spirit

Christelijke Dogmatiek

 

5:8). We now ‘see’ things in a different lig
scales drop from our eyes. Another metaphor is Paul’s expression that we have become a 

“The inhabitation of Christ in us in the present is the inhabitation of his Spirit,” and 
“Moreover, Christ’s Spirit living in us is a source of moral and spiritual renewal.”

13.2.3 Cognitive and Affective Renewal 

sensus divinitatis and to the awareness of God’s moral law (as 

awareness of God’s

In this sense it is ‘dead ’ even though 

operate, is not functioning to give the desired effect of the ‘relationship ’ and is therefore 

culate this change as the renewal of God’s image in us. 

Being in Christ
WCB
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But because of the work of the Holy Spirit, we have been called “out of darkness int
marvellous light” (

5:8). Paul says that “God has shone in our hearts to give the 
ist” (

Plantinga says: “To have faith is to know that and how God has made it possible for us 

him.” ing of God’s love towards us and his redemptive plan 

Through the work of the Holy Spirit, we begin to understand “the things
given us by God” (
spiritually discerned. And this can only occur as we “have the mind of Christ” (

this as follows: “Mind ‘ ’ ’ ’
’ ’ mind of Christ, then, is God’s profound wisdom regarding salvation through 

the Holy Spirit.”
notion of God’s wisdom obviously refers back to 
phrase of v24: “Christ the power of God and the wisdom of God.”

WCB

has provided, and the commitment to live a life of gratitude in conformity to God’s will.

WCB
WCB

The First Letter to the Corinthians The First 
Epistle to the Corinthians

WCB

 

Plantinga’s model implies that 
which faith is formed, and that “this innate ability to recognise God is basically able to 

in God.”

“transformed by the renewal of your mind”

13.2.4 Application to the Extended A/C Model and to Apologetics 
These considerations imply some further clarification and precision of Plantinga’s 

strengthens Plantinga’s 

against Plantinga’s use of the word ‘process’ and omission of the phrase ‘cognitive faculty’ 

WCB Institutes
WCB

Plasger, ‘Does Calvin Teach a Sensus Divinitatis?’ 182
ga, ‘Replies to my Commentators,’ 255

This deals also with the response by Dole mentioned by Plantinga as ‘a caveat’ for his model. 

WCB, 257; Dole’s paper appeared somewhat later; see Dole, ‘Cognitive 
Faculties, Cognitive Processes, and the Holy Spirit in Plantinga’s Warrant Series’
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elucidation of Plantinga’s 

warranted true

13.3 Divine Sovereignty and the Responsibility of the Believer 
13.3.1 The Role of the Believer Must Be Considered 

human believer. Although we have to realise that Plantinga’s model 
belief believer

by 
the believer

13.3.2 Does Plantinga’s Model Leave the Believer Passive? 

As also mentioned by Oliphint, ‘Epistemology and Christian Belief,’ 158; see also comments 

WCB 5; Plantinga, ‘Rationality and Public Evidence: a reply to Richard Swinburne,’ 217.

 

13.3.3 What Is the Key Issue and What Position Does Plantinga Take? 
The key issue expressed in theological terms is: what is the relationship between God’s 

“The model need take no stand on this issue, but it is part of much 

myself must make, a contribution that I can withhold.”

he model “could be developed 
with either an affirmation or a rejection of the Calvinist doctrine of ‘irresistible grace ’

God’s sovereignty? This has been the subject of a 

implications for Plantinga’s model. I want to come back in particular to Beilby’s proposed 

13.3.4 Beilby’s Suggested Approach 

by God’s prevenient 

process

ideas in my discussion of Beilby’s response in 

: “When we commit our lives to Christ, The Holy Spirit responds by reforming 
sensus divinitatis and our religious affections.”

continues saying that “…the internal instigation of the Holy Spirit could either be thought 

WCB, 257; see also Plantinga, ‘Internalism, Externalism, Defeaters and Arguments for Christian 
Belief,’ 383, 385

Epistemology as Theology WCB
would deal with this tension; Helm, ‘Review of Warranted Christian Belief,’ Mind

Epistemology as Theology
Epistemology as Theology

Epistemology as Theology
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otherwise) that then ground belief in God. In either case, one’s native cognitive faculties 
do the work, but the Holy Spirit provides direction and focus.”
to ‘see’ the truth of the Christian faith as the way to make this process resemble a native 

Plantinga’s
First, I would suggest that the phrase ‘irresistable grace’ used in isolation is indeed 

states: “We ought not to give the impression that 

throats, as it were.” Instead, he suggests that “The grace of God does not function against 
grace which subdues the resistance of our wills.” And: “He makes 

no one come against his will, but he makes them willing to come.” He sugges
phrase should be replaced by ‘effectual grace ’ meaning that “the grace of God actually 

t he intends it to accomplish.” Comparing this statement 
’s model, we might say that it

responds

A/C model. What does the phrase “commit our lives to Christ” mean in this context? Why 

Third, Beilby’s answer to this last question would seem to include two possible 

Epistemology as Theology
Our Sovereign Saviour. The Essence of the Reformed Faith

Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural 
Dialogue

 

directing the investigation. This comes closer to Plantinga’s model and is also closer to 
Diller’s proposal 

cognitive
affective

Beilby’s suggested approach seems at odds with Plantinga’s 

dependent

13.3.5 An Alternative Proposal 

“God is absolutely sovereign, yet his sovereignty does not diminish human responsibility 

way jeopardizes the sovereignty of God.”
as if less of God’s sovereignty allows more scope for human responsibility. It is not a 

‘zero sum game ’

Beilby’s approach. Carson suggests an explanation that can be summarised as follows

alled for “an account that offered an explanation of the role 
of human freedom in responding to or accepting the inward instigation of the Holy Spirit,” Beilby, 
‘Contemporary Religious Epistemology: Some Key Aspects,’

A Call to Spiritual Reformation How Long, O Lord?
The Christian Faith

A Call to Spiritual Reformation
Christelijke Dogmatiek
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– “we not only are unable to see what we ought to see, we do not 
desire to see those things.”

e). Carson therefore states: “Within this framework, real freedom is freedom to obey 
God without restraint or reserve.”

this issue. He refers to Barth’s view that we as human beings “are designed for 

and choosing in fellowship with the will and act of God.”
is response are also the Spirit’s 

more than just a cognitive problem. The remedy for the folly of the ‘wisdom of the world’ 
wisdom

 

 

 
sovereignty and human responsibility. The externalism of Plantinga’s 

‘Contemporary Religious Epistemology: Some Key Aspects,’ WCB
How Long, O Lord?

Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma
The Cross and Christian Ministry

 

evidential arguments. As Plantinga said: “It seems clear that an externalist 
.”

This does not resolve all possible questions. As Plantinga rightly remarked: “There is a 
complex, subtle and mysterious interplay between God’s role, in producing faith in me, 
and my role in accepting it.”

historical facts of God’s revelation in Jesus Christ, and also in the history of redemption 

are “true and rational words” (Acts 26:25).

Defining this role in this way is in my view also fully compatible with Plantinga’s 

dependent

Plantinga, ‘ ’ 380; see also 
‘Contemporary Religious Epistemology: Some Key Aspects,’

Plantinga, ‘Internalism, Externalism, Defeaters and Arguments for Christian Belief,’
I indicated in Chapter 10, the latter term can be seen to be applicable to Plantinga’s model.

Christelijke Dogmatiek
Christelijke Dogmatiek
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13.4 Assurance of Faith and the Variability of Belief Problem 

a result of all kind of causes. The question what this means for Plantinga’s extended A/C 

difficulties in life, we not only question God’s purposes for our life and his love for us in a 

sketch a response focusing especially on Plantinga’s model.
Warranted Christian Belief

in connection with Plantinga’s concept of warrant.

WCB KCB
The Quest for Full Assurance

‘The Assurance of Faith.’

‘The Assurance of Faith,’ 94.

WCB

 

importance of the truth question by stating that “For persons who believe, the truth of 

faith is directed.”

4:9): “…the 

the object of God’s turning toward us, and His concern for us.”

comprises a sense of God’s love and grace for us. This poi
WCB

WCB

“Assurance finds its ground in the point which does not exclude cog

– and that encounter includes our faculties.”

1:12): “Christians are not confident because of their 
confidence, but because of the Lord in whom they trust.”

‘The Assurance of Faith,’ 94.
‘The Assurance of Faith,’ 94.
‘The Assurance of Faith,’
‘The Assurance of Faith,’ 105

Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue
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God’s faithfulness.

points to a direction to strengthen one’s belief and to understand what 

13.5 The Position and Role of the Church 

Given Plantinga’s project and his goals, this may be 

13.5.1 The Position of the Church 
God’s redemptive purpose is not restricted to the salvation of 

speaking about this in the plural form. An example is Paul’s expression in 1:27 “Christ 
in you” with ‘you’ as plural. Being in Christ

“It is remarkable that the images the New Testament uses for union with 

Christian Apologetics as Cross-Cultural Dialogue
WCB KCB
Luke Jenner, ‘Christ in You: The Implications of Union with Christ as a Corporate Reality,’ 

Reformation Today

 

especially clear in Paul’s letters to the Ephesians and the Colossians.”

his has important ramifications for Plantinga’s model

n evaluation of Kevin Vanhoozer’s canonical

common

supports one’s own belief and the common belief of t
– “The Spirit himself bears witness with our spirit 

that we are children of God” – and
vers. Elsewhere Paul prayed that believers “may 

with all the saints

d” (
by Van der Kooi as follows: “We know within a community, within the expanse of history, 

mutatis mutandis of a community of faith.”

Being in Christ
Van Kralingen, ‘The Quest for Our Source of Authority: An Evaluation of Vanhoozer’s Canonical

Linguistic Approach,’ 266
‘The Assurance of Faith,’ 103.
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Linguistic Approach,’ 266
‘The Assurance of Faith,’ 103.
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CHAPTER 14  
Conclusions and Applications for Apologetics 

Plantinga’s concept of warranted Christian belief has been 

expressed their positive appreciation for Plantinga’s contribution to

The main concern appears to be the need perceived to address the truth question of 
the Christian faith, given that Plantinga used this question only as a condition and 
assumption in his model. This leads critics to question Plantinga’s treatment of the role of 
arguments based on evidence and testimony, and in many cases to a call to give such 
arguments a more prominent place. This approach, however, inevitably questions the 
properly basic nature of theistic and Christian belief and the way it can have warrant. 
This in turn raises the question whether the formation and maintenance of these beliefs is 
described adequately by the basic and extended A/C model. This also involves issues 
concerning the role of the believer and of the church, and the question regarding the 
strength or assurance of faith. 

the objections raised against Plantinga’s basic 

in Plantinga’s model 
of Plantinga’s model itself, rather than 

that Plantinga’s concept of warranted Christian belief has the 
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This problem has been noted by Beilby, who refers to Plantinga’s 

Christian apologetics, a field to which Plantinga’s contribution has been more limited

14.1 The Relationship of Plantinga’s A/C Model of Warranted 
Christian Belief to the Truth Question and the Role of 
Arguments 

, it is important to address the relationship between Plantinga’s model and the 

de jure de facto
. In other words, Plantinga’s 

and

regarding the gospel: “I am speaking true and rational words.”

 

14.2 Definition of Some Key Terms 
People have objected to Plantinga’s shift in terminology from his description of theistic 

faculty sensus divinitatis
process

the word ‘process’ in case of Christian belief is that 

This explanation does not in any way affect Plantinga’s argument why Christian 

14.3 The Basic A/C Model: Theistic Belief and the Sensus 
Divinitatis 
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14.4 The Extended A/C Model 
Various points have been raised against Plantinga’s extended A/C model. These points 
have been caused in part by Plantinga’s theological reticence as mentioned above. This 

God’s revelati

Plantinga’s model. The Holy Spirit generat individual
Plantinga’s model

14.5 Practical Applications 

 

14.5.1 For Christian Believers 

Believers can be confident that what they believe and talk about are “true 
and rational words” (Acts 26:25).

as the culmination of God’s redemptive 

that our hearts “may be encouraged, being knit together in love, 
understanding and the knowledge of God’s 

mystery, which is Christ” (Col. 2:2)

– –

. And in this way we are taken up in God’s plan –
–

in God’s plan

“in whom are hidden all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge” (Col. 2:3)

14.5.2 For Christian Apologetics 
to Plantinga’s model as proposed above together with the discussion of its 
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Plantinga’s model has to be seen as one integrated model f

of God’s 

 

is overcome by the powerful work of the Holy Spirit. The truth of God’s 
revelation in Jesus Christ is communicated through God’s

To sum up: the theological responses to Plantinga’s concept of warranted 
Christian belief and his Aquinas/Calvin model have been investigated. These 
theological responses appear to a large extent to be motivated by the desire to 
address the truth question and the application to Christian apologetics. These 
responses have not rendered Plantinga’s model invalid, but rather suggest the need 
for further work. The study of these responses has triggered a description of the 
relationship between the warrant and the truth of the Christian faith, and a proposal 
to strengthen and expand the theological content of the model. Taken together, these 
points suggest a number of applications to positive Christian apologetics. 
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The main concern appears to be the need perceived to address the truth question of 
the Christian faith, given that Plantinga used this question only as a condition and 
assumption in his model. This leads critics to question Plantinga’s treatment of the role of 
arguments based on evidence and testimony, and in many cases to a call to give such 
arguments a more prominent place. This approach, however, inevitably questions the 
properly basic nature of theistic and Christian belief and the way it can have warrant. 
This in turn raises the question whether the formation and maintenance of these beliefs is 
described adequately by the basic and extended A/C model. This also involves issues 
concerning the role of the believer and of the church, and the question regarding the 
strength or assurance of faith. 

My own conclusion is that most of the objections raised against Plantinga’s basic 

perceived in Plantinga’s model are 
often turned into a critique of Plantinga’s model itself, rather than 

a field to which Plantinga’s contribution

Plantinga’s approach to describe how the Chri

and
have pointed to Acts 26:25 as an example where Paul exclaims regarding the gospel: “I am 

and rational words.”
Plantinga’s point that arguments are not necessary for the warrant of Christian 

these events are the climactic fulfilment of God’

process
faculty

 

Plantinga’s description of the warrant of theistic belief appears to be in agreement 

The approach pointing to God’s revelation and the redemption secured for us in 

Plantinga’s model. Both individual believers and the church as a whole in turn testi

oducing the specifically Christian belief. Plantinga’s model has to 
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Christ is communicated through God’s Word in the 

 

Samenvatting (uitgebreid) 

Warranted Christian 
Belief Knowledge and Christian Belief

Kennis en Geloof

kritische vragen bij Plantinga’s model. Wat betekenen deze kri

Plantinga’s A/C model voor gewaarborgd, christelijk geloof 
Plantinga’s A/C model voor gewaarborgd christelijk geloof is als volgt tot stand gekomen. 

de facto de jure

–
– waarborg

zijn? Hier komen we bij Plantinga’s A/C model. Plantinga had al eerder betoogd dat een 
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sensus divinitatis

– –

volgens Calvijn als de ‘vaste en stellige kennis van Gods goedgunstigheid jegens ons, die 

’

 

de jure
de facto

mogelijkheid van zekerheid van het geloof? Tenslotte geeft Plantinga’s beschrijving aan

Theologische reacties 
De theologische reacties op Plantinga’s concept van gewaarborgd christelijk geloo

Plantinga’s model en de toepassing voor de christelijke apologetiek. Deze reacties lijken 

christelijk geloof. De meeste andere respondenten bekritiseren Plantinga’s opvattingen 

’
van dergelijke argumenten, niet juist zou zijn. Dan zou Plantinga’s model geen adequate 
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–
– Plantinga’s model ook 

Reactie op de reacties 

mening kan de kritiek op Plantinga’s model grotendeels weerlegd worden, alhoewel het 

getuigenis

 

daarvoor een aanwijzing in de uitspraak van Paulus dat het gaat om “woorden van 
waarheid en van gezond verstand” (Hand. 26:25). De laatste term kan gezien worden in 
verband met gewaarborgd geloof als resultaat van een naar behoren (“gezond”) 

proces vermogen

sensus divinitatis
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volgens Plantinga’s model niet de gelovige is die waarborg heeft, maar het geloof. Dit wijst 

heeft dit aspect niet uitgewerkt. Zo’n verdere uitwerking is toch wel van belang. Gelovigen 
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